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ABSTRACT
Adaptation is among the most prominent subjects in evolutionary biology. Despite its
ubiquity in nature, many details of how adaptation occurs in natural populations remain poorly
understood. Of particular interest are the genes and biochemical pathways that underlie adaptive
phenotypes and how plasticity in these systems contributes to adaptive evolution. In this
dissertation, I address these questions by investigating the molecular genetic basis of highaltitude adaptation in the Rufous-collared Sparrow (Zonotrichia capensis), a species with a broad
altitudinal distribution in the Andes.
First, I examined the role that variable selection pressures along elevational gradients
play in the population genetic structure of Z. capensis. I found that mitochondrial gene flow was
severely reduced along elevational transects relative to latitudinal control transects. Nuclear gene
flow, however, was not affected by the elevational gradient. These results suggest that natural
selection constrains mitochondrial gene flow along elevational gradients. The mitonuclear
discrepancy was consistent with local adaptation of mitochondrial haplotypes, highlighting the
importance of metabolic pathways in high-altitude adaptation in Z. capensis.
Second, I used a newly developed genomic tool, a zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata)
cDNA microarray, to measure variation in genome-wide patterns of gene expression between
high- and low-elevation populations of Z. capensis. I found that nearly 200 genes, many of which
were involved in metabolic processes, were differentially expressed when individuals were
sampled at their native altitudes. A common garden experiment demonstrated substantial
plasticity in gene expression, and these results suggest that plasticity in the biochemical
pathways that underpin cold and hypoxia compensation in Z. capensis may mechanistically
contribute to enabling its broad altitudinal distribution.
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Finally, I examined geographic variation in metabolic gene expression along an
elevational gradient. Although metabolic adjustments are often involved in thermal stress
response and temperature decreases linearly with elevation in the Andes, expression of metabolic
genes was non-linearly related to elevation. These results suggest a decoupling of metabolic gene
expression and local temperature regimes. This decoupling may have several explanations, but
the most plausible seem to be related to either physiological tradeoffs between thermal stress and
hypoxia compensation, or genetically encoded expression differences.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Adaptation, the evolutionary process whereby organisms evolve characteristics that
confer greater fitness, is among the most prominent subjects in evolutionary biology, and its
study has had a long and controversial history (Gould and Lewontin 1979; Rose and Lauder
1996; Piggliucci and Kaplan 2000; Sansom 2003; Dieckmann et al. 2004; Orr 2005). Recent
advances in genomic technologies have led to a resurgence of the study of molecular genetic and
biochemical adaptation (Hochachka and Somero 2002), and this genomic perspective has
provided novel insights into classic examples of adaptive evolution (e.g. Darwin’s Finches Abzhanov et al. 2004; 2006). It is now possible to begin to identify the genes and biochemical
pathways that contribute to adaptive traits in natural populations, a goal that was out of reach for
most non-model organisms only a decade ago.
Vertebrate adaptations to high-elevation habitats are textbook examples of natural
selection that have served as model systems to explore the genetic basis of adaptive
physiological traits (reviewed in Beall 2006). The cold, hypoxic conditions of high-elevation
habitats place severe physiological stress on organisms that inhabit them. Studies of the
physiological responses to high-elevation have uncovered a suite of candidate genes that play
important roles in high-elevation stress compensation (reviewed in Moore and Regensteiner
1983; Bouverot 1985; Beall 2000, 2006; Powell 2003; Storz 2007), and molecular adaptations in
several of these genes have been documented. Studies of hemoglobin polymorphisms have
provided well known examples of adaptive divergence between high- and low-elevation taxa
(Snyder 1978, 1981; Snyder et al. 1982; Perutz 1983; Chappell and Snyder 1984; Chappell et al.
1988; Snyder et al. 1988; Jessen et al. 1991; Storz 2007; Storz et al. 2007), but recent studies of
other metabolic pathways have also documented putative cases of adaptive divergence. For
example, high- and low-elevation populations of Peromyscus maniculatus exhibit higher than
1

expected levels of differentiation in albumin allozyme frequencies, identifying albumin as
another candidate locus (Storz and Nachman 2003; Storz and Dubach 2004). Similarly, sequence
variation in several mitochondrial genes has also been implicated as a target of natural selection
in taxa inhabiting cold, hypoxic environments (Ehinger et al. 2002; Coskun et al. 2003; Mishmar
et al. 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004).
These case studies highlight the focus of previous work on the genetics of high altitude
adaptation, which has largely been centered on the study of structural changes within the proteincoding sequence of candidate genes. This approach has been fruitful, but adaptive evolution may
also proceed through changes in gene expression. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest that
divergence in gene expression patterns may be especially important in the early stages of
adaptive divergence (King and Wilson 1975; Whitehead and Crawford 2006b).
This dissertation explores the molecular genetic underpinnings of adaptive evolution,
with a particular emphasis on the role of that variation and plasticity in gene expression plays in
adaptive differentiation. I examine the evolutionary genetics of high altitude adaptation in the
Rufous-collared Sparrow (Zonotrichia capensis), a species with an exceptionally broad
altitudinal distribution in Andes.
Zonotrichia capensis is among the most widespread Neotropical passerines, occurring
from southern Mexico, south through Central America, and across nearly the entire continent of
South America (Chapman 1940; Ridgely and Tudor 1989) (Figure 1.1). Due to its broad
geographic distribution that spans heterogeneous landscapes, there is potential for local
adaptation of Z. capensis populations. Along the Pacific slope of the Andes in Peru, Z. capensis
is continuously distributed from sea-level to over 4600m above sea level (a.s.l.), and populations
occurring at different elevations differ in physiological parameters that are likely to be of
adaptive value. Individuals collected at 4500m a.s.l. have significantly higher cold tolerances and
2

Figure 1.1 Distribution of Z. capensis. Digital range map created by
Ridgely et al. (2003) and downloaded from InfoNatura (2005). Inset
depicts an adult Z. capensis. Image of Z. capensis was downloaded
from Wikimedia (www.wikimedia.org) and reprinted under
Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike 2.0 License.
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basal metabolic rates than those collected at sea level, consistent with adaptation to cold, highelevation habitats (Castro 1983; Castro et al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990).
CHAPTER SUMMARIES
Although the central theme of this dissertation is the evolutionary genetics of high
altitude adaptation in Z. capensis, it consists of three interrelated studies that are each designed to
contribute a different perspective to this theme. The combined results of these interrelated studies
build on work by previous investigators, and together, this body of work takes steps toward an
integrative picture of the process of high altitude adaptation in Z. capensis.
In chapter 2, I apply a population genetic approach to examine the role that variable
selection pressures along elevational gradients play in the population genetic structure of Z.
capensis. Using multilocus sequences and microsatellites screened in individuals collected along
a series of replicate transects, I found that mitochondrial gene flow was significantly reduced
along elevational transects relative to latitudinal control transects. Nuclear gene flow, however,
was not similarly reduced. Clines in mitochondrial haplotype frequency were strongly associated
with transitions in environmental variables along the elevational transects, but this association
was not observed for the nuclear markers. These results suggest that natural selection constrains
mitochondrial gene flow along elevational gradients. The mitonuclear discrepancy was
consistent with local adaptation of mitochondrial haplotypes, highlighting the importance of
metabolic pathways in high altitude adaptation in Z. capensis.
In chapter 3, I use a newly developed genomic tool, a zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata)
cDNA microarray, to measure variation in genome-wide patterns of gene expression between
high and low-elevation populations of Z. capensis. I found that nearly 200 genes were
differentially expressed between high- and low-elevation populations when individuals were
sampled in their native habitats. These genes were primarily involved in metabolic pathways. I
4

also conducted a “common garden” experiment in this chapter, in which high- and low-elevation
individuals were transferred to a common low-elevation site. This experiment allowed me to
determine the amount of plasticity in gene expression patterns. Interestingly, none of the genes
that were differentially expressed between populations at their native altitudes remained
significantly different in the common garden, demonstrating substantial plasticity in the
biochemical pathways that underpin cold and hypoxia compensation in Z. capensis.
In light of these results, in Chapter 4 I used a candidate gene approach to explore
geographic variation in metabolic gene expression along an elevational gradient. Because
metabolic adjustments are often involved in thermal stress response and temperature decreases
with elevation in the Andes, I tested for an association between the expression of six metabolic
genes and elevation. Although temperature decreases linearly with elevation in the study area,
expression of these genes was non-linearly related to elevation. As expected, the highest levels of
metabolic gene expression occurred at very high elevations (>4000 m a.s.l.), but surprisingly, the
lowest levels of expression for five of the six genes occurred at middle elevations (1500 m 2500 m a.s.l.), this suggests a decoupling of metabolic gene expression and local temperature
regimes. This decoupling may have several explanations, but the most plausible seem to be
related to either physiological tradeoffs between thermal stress and hypoxia compensation, or
genetically encoded expression differences.
In the concluding chapter, I synthesize the results of all three studies, and relate them to
previous work on high altitude adaptation in vertebrates in general, and in Z. capensis in
particular. I also discuss promising avenues for future research.
In sum, this dissertation approaches the study of high altitude adaptation from three
separate, but complementary perspectives. It applies new genomic tools to outstanding questions
in adaptive evolution and provides novel insights into the role of gene expression variation and
5

plasticity in dealing with high altitude physiological stress. My hope is that this dissertation will
make a lasting contribution to the study of adaptive evolution and will inspire future work on the
molecular genetics of adaptive evolution in vertebrates.
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CHAPTER 2: MIGRATION-SELECTION BALANCE AND LOCAL ADAPTATION OF
MITOCHONDRIAL HAPLOTYPES IN RUFOUS-COLLARED SPARROWS
(ZONOTRICHIA CAPENSIS) ALONG AN ALTITUDINAL GRADIENT
When species are distributed across heterogeneous landscapes, divergent selection
pressures can result in adaptive evolution to local environmental conditions. Gene flow among
populations experiencing different selection regimes can influence local adaptation in a number
of ways. If the strength of selection is weak relative to the level of gene flow, then genetic
variation among populations will be homogenized, preventing or retarding the attainment of
local adaptive optima. When selection is strong, however, genetic variation can be maintained by
a balance between gene flow and selection against maladapted immigrants, and local adaptation
may occur in the face of gene flow. Under a simple model of migration-selection balance in
which an allele A is advantageous in one habitat, but deleterious in another, the specific
conditions under which local adaptation may be expected can be expressed as: m/s < α/1-α,
where m is the migration rate between habitats, s is the intensity of selection, and α is the ratio of
selection coefficients set such that α < 1 (Bulmer 1972; Lenormand 2002). Thus the potential for
local adaptation is greatest not only when selection is strong, but also when the intensity of
selection is roughly equivalent between habitats (i.e. as α approaches 1).
Given these theoretical predictions, an understanding of the interplay between natural
selection and gene flow among populations in different environments is fundamental to the study
of local adaptation, but disentangling their relative effects is challenging (Nosil and Crespi 2004;
Garant et al. 2007; Räsänen and Hendry 2008). For example, low levels of adaptive divergence
may reflect either high levels of gene flow or weak divergent selection (Moore and Hendry
2005). Thus, inverse correlations between adaptive phenotypic divergence and gene flow alone
cannot be used to infer the cause of such associations (Räsänen and Hendry 2008). Inferences of
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the causal relationships between gene flow and adaptive divergence require tests that can
separate the effects of gene flow from those of natural selection. Being able to quantify the
amount of gene flow occurring among populations that occupy different environments is a
critical component of such tests. If divergent natural selection constrains gene flow between
populations that are adapted to different environments, the amount of gene flow should be
negatively associated with the degree of environmental contrast between populations (Räsänen
and Hendry 2008).
Environmental gradients are ideal for implementing such tests because environmental
conditions change gradually and gene flow often follows a “stepping-stone model” in which
populations most frequently exchange migrants with neighboring populations that occupy
relatively similar habitats (Slatkin 1973; Endler 1977; Smith et al. 1997; Doebeli and Dieckmann
2003; Räsänen and Hendry 2008). Testing for an association between allele frequencies and
environmental variables can also be a powerful means of inferring the cause and effect
relationships between adaptive divergence and gene flow (Haldane 1948; Antonovics and
Bradshaw 1970; Endler 1977; Brumfield et al. 2001; Storz 2002; Moore and Hendry 2005;
Dionne et al. 2007). For species with high dispersal capabilities, sharp clines in allele frequencies
can indicate of a reduction in gene flow. Concordance between transitions in allele frequency
and environmental variables may indicate that population genetic structure is maintained by
environmentally mediated selection pressures (Haldane 1948; Slatkin 1973; Endler 1977; Barton
and Gale 1993). If natural selection constrains gene flow, the transitions in both allele frequency
and environmental variables should occur at the same point along the environmental gradient
(coincident cline centers), and cline widths should be equivalent (concordant cline widths)
(Moore and Hendry 2005).

8

The primary objective of this study was to examine the interaction between divergent
natural selection and gene flow in the genetic differentiation of Rufous-collared Sparrow
(Zonotrichia capensis) populations that occur along an extreme environmental gradient. In the
Peruvian Andes, Z. capensis is distributed continuously from sea level to over 4500 m above sea
level (a.s.l.) (Schulenberg et al. 2007). The cold, hypoxic conditions of high-elevation habitats
impose severe physiological stress on endothermic vertebrates, and populations of Z. capensis
occurring at different elevations along the Pacific slope in Peru differ in physiological
parameters that are likely to be adaptive. Individuals collected at 4500 m a.s.l. have significantly
higher metabolic rates and reduced lower critical temperatures (the temperature at which
metabolic resources must be used to maintain constant body temperature) than those collected at
sea level, consistent with local adaptation to cold, high-elevation habitats (Castro 1983; Castro et
al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990).
Here, we use genetic data from population samples collected along a series of replicate
transects along the elevational gradient to test two interrelated predictions of the hypothesis that
divergent natural selection constrains gene flow among populations occupying different
altitudinal environments. We predicted to find: 1.) reduced gene flow along elevational transects
compared to latitudinal control transects, and 2.) concordance and coincidence between clines in
allele frequencies and environmental variables along the elevational gradient.
METHODS
Sampling Design
Our primary experimental design was composed of two elevational test transects and
three latitudinal control transects on the Pacific slope of the Peruvian Andes (Figure 2.1, Table
2.1). Along these transects, we sampled a total of 142 individuals from 11 localities (Table 2.2).
Voucher specimens and tissue samples are deposited in the ornithological collections of the
9

Figure 2.1 Sampling Design. Elevational test transects are illustrated as solid lines
and control transects as dashed lines and the approximate locations of the sampling
sites are illustrated as black dots. Geographic coordinates and elevations of the
sampling localities are listed in Table 2.2. Shading represents the Andes. Inset
depicts the distribution of Z. capensis shaded in dark grey. Digital range map created
by Ridgely et al. (2003) and downloaded from InfoNatura (2005).
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Table 2.1 Summary of test (T) and control (C) transects. Note that population samples located at the ends of
each test transect were also included in the control transects. Thus, those sites and the individuals collected
there are counted twice.
Transect
T1
T2
C1
C2
C3

Type
elevational
elevational
control
control
control

Linear distance (km)
123.8
146.6
275.4
650.3
295.6

Elevational gain (m)
3700
3900
280
120
125
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Sites
5
5
2
2
2

Individuals
74
58
29
27
31

Table 2.2 Sampling locality information. Distance refers to the distance from the
lowest sampling locality along an elevational transect. Climate PC1 scores are scaled
from zero to one along each elevational transect. Voucher specimen information is
given in Appendix A. Note that population samples located at the ends of each test
transect were also included in the control transects. Thus, those sites and the
individuals collected there are counted twice.
Locality Latitude Longitude
T1-1
-11.4
-77.24
T1-2
-11.73
-76.6
T1-3
-11.68
-76.16
T1-4
-11.62
-76.43
T1-5
-11.08
-76.15
T2-1
-13.84
-75.13
T2-2
-13.66
-75.77
T2-3
-13.57
-75.52
T2-4
-13.59
-75.3
T2-5
-13.35
-74.95
C2-2
-18.16
-70.67

Elevation
450 m
2000 m
3300 m
3870 m
4150 m
130 m
620 m
1375 m
3150 m
4030 m
5m
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Distance Climate PC1
0
0
71.9
0.23
82.8
0.45
95.5
0.83
123.8
1
0
0
52
0.01
81
0.11
98.8
0.59
146.6
1
-

n
12
25
6
10
21
17
12
4
15
10
10

Louisiana State University Museum of Natural Science, the Museo de Historia Natural,
Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, Lima, Peru, and the Centro de Ornitología y
Biodiversidad, Lima, Peru (Appendix A). Elevational transects spanned nearly 4000 m in
elevational gain over relatively short geographic distances (mean elevational gain = 3800 m ,
mean linear distance = 135.2 km), whereas the control transects spanned a much greater
geographic distance over a relatively uniform elevation (mean elevational gain = 175 m, mean
linear distance = 407.1 km) (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). The greater overall distance of the control
transects allowed us to distinguish the effects of elevation from those of geographic distance on
patterns of gene flow and population genetic structure. Zonotrichia capensis is an abundant
species that is distributed more or less continuously along the two elevational transects (T1 and
T2 in Figure 2.1) (Cheviron pers. obs., Schulenberg et al. 2007), as well as control transect C3
that traverses the high puna grasslands of the central Andes (Cheviron pers. obs., Schulenberg et
al. 2007). In contrast, Z. capensis is restricted to desert oases and irrigated agricultural fields
along the arid coast of Peru (control transects C1 and C2), resulting in a patchy coastal
distribution along these control transects. The greatest physical barriers to dispersal within the
study area occur, therefore, along the coastal control transects.
Molecular Markers
DNA Sequencing
Sequences of one mitochondrial gene [NADH subunit 3 (ND3) - 384bp], one nuclear
autosomal intron [ß-actin intron 3 (ßact3) - 370bp], and one z-linked intron [Aldolase B intron 3
(AldoB3) - 550bp] were collected from each individual. Total genomic DNA was extracted from
pectoral muscle using DNeasy tissue extraction kits (Qiagen, Valencia, California) or standard
phenol chloroform protocols. All polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed in 25 µl
volumes, with 16.9 µl of nuclease-free water (Sigam-Aldrich, Saint Louis, Missouri), 0.1µl
13

AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California), 2.5 µl 1X Tris buffer
with MgCl2 (Applied Biosystems), 1.5 µl dNTPs (each dNTP 50 µM), 1.5 µl (10uM) of each
primer, and 50 ng of template DNA. The thermocycling profile was as follows: an initial
denaturation step at 94°C for 2 min followed by 35 cycles of a 30 sec, 94°C denaturation step, a
30 sec annealing step at a marker specific annealing temperature (see below), and a 45 sec
extension step at 72°C. A final extension step was carried out at 72°C for 5 min. We used the
following locus specific PCR primers and annealing temperatures: ND3 – primers from Chesser
(1999) with a 46°C annealing temperature; ßact3 – primers from Carling and Brumfield (2008)
with a 62.5°C annealing temperature; AldoB3 – primers designed for this study were ALDOB3 F
5’AAGATCACCAGCACAACACCCTCT 3’ and ALDOB3 R 5’
AGGCTGCTGTGGAAAGACAGCTTA 3’ which were used with a 60°C annealing
temperature. We ran negative controls for all PCRs and confirmed amplification by
electrophoresing 2.5 µl of each amplicon on a 1.5% agarose gel. Amplicons were purified using
20% polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation.
All PEG-purified amplicons were sequenced in both directions in 7 µl reaction volumes,
with 1.75 – 1.8 µl of nuclease-free water, 1.5 µl of 5X sequencing buffer (ABI), 1 µl each of the
10 m M PCR primers, 2.5 µl of template DNA and 0.20 – 0.25 µl Big Dye Terminator CycleSequencing Kit v 3.1 (ABI). Sequencing products were purified using Sephadex (G-50 fine)
columns and visualized using an ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer. Sequences from both strands were
aligned using SEQUENCHER, version 4.6 (Genecodes, Ann Arbor, Michigan) and differences
between the strands were resolved by eye. Mitochondrial sequences were examined to confirm
the absence of stop codons, indels, or other anomalies that are indicative of mitochondrial
pseudogenes, none of which were detected. If direct sequencing of autosomal and z-linked loci
revealed more than one heterozygous site within a sequence, we resolved haplotypes
14

probabilistically using the program PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens and Donnelly 2003).
The sex of 17 individuals (11.8%) could not be determined by visual examination of specimen
gonads, so we determined the sex of these individuals molecularly following Griffiths et al.
(1998).
Microsatellite Analysis
Individuals were genotyped at four nuclear autosomal microsatellite loci. Primers for two
loci, Gf01 and Gf06 were designed for Darwin’s Finches (Petren 1998) and had been previously
shown to be polymorphic in Z. capensis (Moore et al. 2005). The other two loci, Mme12 and
Lox1, were designed for Melospiza melodia and Loxia scotica respectively (Piertney et al. 1998;
Jeffery et al. 2001).
All microsatellite PCRs were performed in 10 µl volumes, with 5.9 µl of nuclease-free
water, 1µl 10X Tris buffer without MgCl2 (Applied Biosystems), 1µl of MgCl2 (25mg/ml –
Applied Biosystems), 0.5 µl of dNTPs (each dNTP 50µM), 0.5µl of each primer (10µM), 0.1 µl
AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase, and 20 ng of template DNA. Forward primers were fluorescently
labeled with one of three dyes (6-FAM, HEX, or NED) allowing for multiplexing of amplicons
during fragment analysis. Thermocycling conditions were as follows: an initial denaturation step
at 94°C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of a 40 sec, 94°C denaturation step, a 40 sec annealing
step at a marker specific annealing temperature (see below), and a 40 sec extension step at 72°C.
A final extension step was carried out at 72°C for 5 min. Marker specific annealing temperatures
were as follows: 50°C for Gf01 and Gf06, 54°C for Lox 1, and 60°C for Mme 12. Following
amplification, PCR products were diluted 10-12 fold with nuclease-free water. Diluted
amplicons (2.5 µl) were mixed with 0.15µl of ROX 400HD size standard and 12.5 µl of HiDi
formamide (Applied Biosystems). Electrophoresis was performed using an ABI 3100 Genetic
Analyzer.
15

Microsatelitte genotypes were scored using the program GeneMapper (version 3.7). We
tested for departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) for each locus and each locality
using Arlequin 3.11 (Excoffier et al. 2005). There was no evidence of departures from HWE in
any of the 11 sampling localities for Mme 12, Gf06 and Lox 1. Gf01 deviated from HWE
expectations at two sampling sites, but these deviations were not significant after Bonferroni
correction.
Data Analyses
Geographic Structure of Genetic Variation
For all analyses of population genetic structure, we analyzed the three marker classes
(mtDNA, introns, and microsatellites) separately to test for congruence among them. We used
the program Geneland 1.0.7 (Guillot et al. 2005; Guillot et al. 2008) to infer the number of
populations (K) present in the study area and to map the spatial distributions of these
populations. Geneland implements a Bayesian MCMC clustering algorithm that identifies
genetic discontinuities while taking into account the spatial distribution of population samples.
For each estimate of K we allowed the possible number of populations to vary from 1 to 11 (the
total number of sampling sites) and used the following run parameters: 2.5 x 105 MCMC
iterations with a thinning parameter of 10. All estimates of K were repeated five times to assess
convergence. The most probable value for K was identical for each replicate run for each dataset.
MCMC runs were postprocessed using a burn-in of 2500 iterations to obtain posterior
probabilities of population membership for each individual.
We generated summary diversity statistics for each marker and sampling locality. For the
sequence-based markers (ND3, ßact3, and AldoB3), we calculated nucleotide diversity (π) and
haplotype diversity (h) using DnaSp version 4.10 (Rozas et al. 2003) for both the total dataset
and each sampling site. For the microsatellite loci, we calculated observed (HO) and expected
16

(HE) heterozygosity using Arlequin for both the total dataset and each sampling site. We
calculated linearized Fst values following (Slatkin 1995) for all pairwise comparisons of the 11
sampling localities using Arlequin. Significance of Fst values was assessed using 10,000 random
permutations of individuals among sampling sites. We tested for correlations between Fst and
either the linear distance between sampling sites or the elevational difference between sites using
the 10 sites where more than five individuals were sampled using Mantel tests in Arlequin.
Significance of the Mantel tests was assessed using 10,000 random permutations.
Gene Flow Along the Test and Control Transects
We used the Bayesian MCMC method implemented in the program IM (Hey and Neilsen
2004) to estimate migration (gene flow) rates along each elevational and control transect.
Because IM assumes no intralocus recombination, we first tested for recombination in ßact3 and
AldoB3 using the four-gamete test (Hudson and Kaplan 1985) as implemented in DnaSp.
Recombination was detected in both markers, so we retained for the IM analyses only the largest
non-recombining block of sequence for both loci (ßact3 – 129bp, AldoB3 – 132bp). To limit the
number of parameters estimated in the IM analyses, we only examined populations from the ends
of each transect (sampling sites T1-1, T1-5, T2-1, T2-5, and C2-2 see Table 2.2). This allowed us
to estimate gene flow rates along the length of each transect, while avoiding the transition zone
between high and low altitude populations along the elevational transects (see Results). For each
transect, we estimated the parameter m (rate of migration or gene flow between two populations
of interest, scaled by the neutral mutation rate µ) for each of the three marker classes. We used
an inheritance scaler to adjust IM parameter estimates for the differences in effective population
size among markers (ND3 = 0.25; AldoB3 = 0.75; all other markers = 1). We constrained m to be
symmetric; this reduced the number of parameters estimated and simplified interpretation of
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patterns of gene flow along the sample transects. Allowing for asymmetric migration rates did
not affect the overall results (results not shown).
For all IM analyses, we performed initial runs with large, flat priors for each parameter
(Won and Hey 2005). Based on the results of these preliminary runs, we defined upper bounds
for each prior that encompassed the entire posterior distribution for each parameter estimate.
These upper bounds were used to define a uniform prior distribution for each parameter. Using
these priors, we performed two replicate runs for each transect comparison to assess convergence
in parameter estimates. All runs were performed using a burnin of 105 steps and the program was
allowed to run until the effective sample size (ESS) for each parameter estimate was at least 150
(~107 steps). Replicate runs were performed with identical priors but different random number
seeds to ensure that results were similar among replicate runs. Parameter estimates were highly
similar between replicate runs, so we only present results from the longer of the two.
Congruence Between Population Genetic and Environmental Clines
Because we observed an abrupt shift in mitochondrial haplotype frequency along the
elevational transects, we tested for an association between transitions in haplotype frequency and
climatological attributes of the elevational transects by using cline-fitting analyses. Climate GIS
layers for the study area were downloaded from the online WORLDCLIM database
(www.worldclim.org). The BIOCLIM algorithm implemented in DIVA-GIS (Cicero 2004;
Hijmans et al. 2004) was used to derive 19 climatic variables from three input parameters (mean
monthly values of maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and precipitation) (Table 2.3).
Climatic profiles for each sampling site were calculated using an interpolation procedure in
DIVA-GIS 4.0. Because many of these climatic variables are likely to be correlated, we used
JMP to perform a principal component analysis (PCA) on a correlation matrix of the 19 climatic
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Table 2.3 Results of principal components analysis of climatic variables.
Eigenvectors for the first three principal component axes are presented. Climatic
variables were calculated using DIVA-GIS following (Busby 1991) and (Nix
1986). Percentage refers to the percentage of the residual variation explained by
a given principal component axis. Cumulative percentage refers to the total
percentage of the residual variance explained by a given principal component
axis and those preceding it.
Bioclimatic Variable
PC1
PC2
PC3
Annual Mean Temp.
0.26761
0.07067
0.06429
Mean Temp. Diurnal Range
-0.14802
-0.42879
0.27969
Isothermality
-0.21874
-0.24171
0.0802
Temperature Seasonality
0.24253
0.01174
0.12491
Maximum Temp. of Warmest Period
0.26835
0.00636
0.13629
Minimum Temp. of Coldest Period
0.25814
0.16767
-0.01981
Annual Temp. Range
-0.03918
-0.46684
0.41534
Mean Temp. of Wettest Quarter
0.2559
0.02349
0.09179
Mean Temp. of Driest Quarter
0.26187
0.14648
0.00387
Mean Temp. Warmest Quarter
0.26932
0.07293
0.06542
Mean Temp. Coldest Quarter
0.26254
0.08698
0.05174
Annual Precipitation
-0.25747
0.15697
-0.0437
Precipitation of Wettest Period
-0.25709
0.02966
-0.23983
Precipitation of Driest Period
-0.19052
0.31578
0.43616
Precipitation Seasonality
0.07383
-0.36748
0.13653
Precipitation of Wettest Quarter
-0.26004
0.06117
-0.19173
Preciptaiton of Driest Quarter
-0.19531
0.31739
0.408
Precipitation of Warmest Quarter
-0.26057
0.05182
-0.19595
Preciptation of Coldest Quarter
-0.19053
0.32273
0.42285
Percentage
69.8
17.1
5.1
Cumulative Percentage
69.8
86.9
92
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variables. The first PCA axis (PC1) accounted for 69.8% of the climatic variation along the
elevational transects and variables associated with temperature, precipitation, and seasonality
loaded heavily on this axis (Table 2.3).
To assess the relationship between clines in haplotype frequency and climatic variables
(PC1 scores), we used the program ClineFit (Porter et al. 1997) to estimate the centers and
widths of haplotype frequency and climate clines along both elevational transects (T1 and T2).
Cline center (c) represents the point along a transect where haplotype frequency (or climate PC1
score) changes most rapidly and cline width (w) represents the geographic distance over which
this change occurs (Szymura and Barton 1986). For mitochondrial haplotype cline analyses, we
used the frequency of the SNP that defined the high-elevation haplogroup (see results) at each
sampling site along the elevational transects (Figure 2.2A). We fit maximum-likelihood clines to
the haplotype frequency data to estimate four parameters c, w, and the haplotype frequencies at
the ends of the cline (pmin and pmax) using the following search parameters in ClineFit: a burnin of
300 parameter tries per step, following the burnin, 2000 replicates were saved with 30 replicates
run between saves. For climate cline analyses, we used climate PC1 scores from each sampling
site that were scaled to values between 0 and 1, with the low-elevation score set to zero. For the
climate clines, we only estimated two parameters, c and w, using the same search parameters as
in the haplotype cline analyses. We assessed cline concordance (equal cline widths) and
coincidence (equal cline centers) statistically using two log-likelihood support limits (ln Lmax –
2), which are analogous to 95% confidence intervals (Edwards 1972), for the haplotype cline
parameter estimates. Log-likelihood (ln L) values were not calculated for the climate clines
because the likelihood equations implemented in ClineFit assume a genetic model and binomial
variance. We assessed whether haplotype and climate cline parameter estimates were
significantly different by determining if the parameter estimates for the climate cline fell within
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the two-long likelihood support limits haplotype cline. For instance, if the estimate for the
climate cline center estimate fell outside the two log-likelihood support limits of the haplotype
cline center, the centers were considered to be significantly different.
RESULTS
All seven loci were polymorphic and revealed varying degrees of population structure
among the sampling sites (Table 2.4). Despite multiple attempts, not all individuals could be
genotyped at each locus, so final sample sizes varied among markers (mean 134, range 113 –
142; Table 2.4). We observed a sharp transition in mitochondrial haplotype frequency along the
elevational transects that was strongly associated with transitions in climatic variables (Figure
2.2B, Table 2.5). Of the 26 unique haplotypes in the 142 individuals sampled, one haplotype
(haplotype 1) was extremely abundant, occurring in 69.7% of the total individuals sampled
(Figure 2.2A). This was the dominant haplotype at low altitude sites, but its frequency declined
with elevation along both elevational transects (Figure 2.2B). Along elevational transects T1 and
T2, haplotypes belonging to the high-elevation haplogroup (defined by the presence of SNP
368C/T, figure 2A) were most frequent at the highest elevations. SNP 368C/T is a non-coding
substitution in the flanking Arginine tRNA corresponding to position 11145 in the Gallus gallus
mitochondrial genome (Dejardins and Morais 1990).
Centers for the mitochondrial haplotype and climate clines were concordant along
transect T2, suggesting that the sharpest transitions in both occur at approximately the same
place along this transect. The center of the mitochondrial cline was located a few kilometers
upslope of the sampling site T2-4 corresponding to an elevation of roughly 3300 m a.s.l.
(Table2.5). Along transect T1, the mitochondrial cline center was shifted significantly upslope of
the climate cline center. However, the centers were only 13 km apart. The mitochondrial cline
center was located a few kilometers upslope of the sampling site T1-4 corresponding to an
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Table 2.4 Summary of the genetic data. For each of the sequence-based markers, nucleotide (π) and haplotype diversity (h)
were calculated by pooling all of the sampled individuals. For the microsatellites both the observed (Ho) and expected
heterozygosities (He) were calculated by pooling all of the sampled individuals. Asterisks indicate deviations from HardyWeinberg equilibrium.

Locus
ND3
BACT3
ALDOB3
Gf01
GF06
Mme12
Lox1

Type
mtDNA
Autosomal Intron
z-linked Intron
Microsatellite
Microsatellite
Microsatellite
Microsatellite

Individuals
142
135
129
138
113
135
140

Alleles
26
23
24
22
7
3
6

pi
0.0018
0.0037
0.0032
-
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h
0.492
0.748
0.66
-

Ho
0.797*
0.133
0.385
0.479*

He
0.901*
0.128
0.451
0.542

elevation of approximately 3900 m a.s.l. (Table 2.5). The widths of both mitochondrial clines
were estimated to be narrower (mean mitochondrial cline width = 7.4 km) than the climate clines
(mean climate cline width = 33.1 km), suggesting a sharper transition for mitochondrial
haplotypes. However, the two log-likelihood support limits around the mitochondrial cline width
estimates were large and the differences were not statistically significant (Table 2.5).
We did not observe similar clines in allele frequencies for either nuclear intron (ßact3 and
AldoB3). Instead, allele frequencies varied haphazardly among sampling sites along the
elevational transects. Clines of the most common microsatellite alleles at low-elevation sites
were also not clearly associated with climatic variables, and there was considerable variation in
allele frequencies among the sampling sites for all of the microsatellite markers.
The Effect of Elevation on Population Genetic Structure
For the mitochondrial dataset, the Geneland analyses revealed two distinct populations
(Figure 2.3). Individuals sampled at the highest elevations of both elevational transects (sampling
sites T1-5 and T2-5, see Table 2.2) formed a distinct population cluster to the exclusion of all
other individuals in the study area. Likewise, pairwise mitochondrial Fst estimates revealed
significant structure among sampling sites along the elevational transects. Along the control
transects C1-C3, however, Fst values did not differ significantly from zero, despite the fact that
the control transects were, on average, over twice as long as the elevational transects.
Mitochondrial Fst was significantly associated with elevation (correlation coefficient = 0.39, p =
0.006), but not distance (correlation coefficient = -0. 09, p = 0.51; Table 2.6).
For the nuclear datasets, Geneland inferred a single population (Figure 2.3) and
significant Fst values occurred haphazardly along both the elevational transects. In contrast to the
mitochondrial dataset, Fst estimates for all control transect comparisons were significantly greater
than zero for the microsatellite dataset, and at least one control transect comparison was
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Figure 2.2 A. Network of Z. capensis ND3 haplotypes. Each circle represents an
individual, with white circles representing individuals collected above 3000 m and grey
circles representing individuals collected below 3000 m . Smaller black circles represent
unsampled hypothetical haplotypes. Individuals within boxes share a given haplotype.
Branches represent a single nucleotide substitution. The substitution that defines the
high-elevation haplogroup (see text) is indicated with an arrow. Haplotypes that are
referred to in the text are numbered. B. Clines in haplogroup frequency () and climate
PC1 scores ( ) plotted against geographic distance along elevational transects. Dashed
lines and solid lines are maximum-likelihood cline shapes for haplogroup frequency and
climate PC1 score clines, respectively, estimated using the program Cline Fit (see
methods). Cline shape parameters are listed in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Maximum likelihood estimates of center (c) and width (w) for
clines in mitochondrial haplotype frequencies and climatological variables
along the two elevational transects. pmin is the estimated minimum frequency
of high-elevation haplotypes at the bottom of the elevational transects and
pmax is the estimated maximum frequency of high-elevation haplotypes at the
top of the elevational transects. Likelihood support values (ln Lmax) and two
log-likelihood support limits (ln Lmax – 2: in parentheses) are reported for the
haplotype clines.

ln Lmax
c
w
pmin
pmax

Transect T1
haplotype
climate
-17.2
97.2 (85.5 -123.8)
84.2
6.6 (0.015 - 71.9)
37.6
0 (0 - 0.04)
0.38 (0.21 - 0.93)
-
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Transect T2
haplotype
climate
-12.6
101.3 (94.6 -146.3)
95.7
8.1 (1.6 - 113.8)
28.6
0 (0 - 0.06)
0.6 (0.31 - 0.99)
-

Figure 2.3 Results of Geneland analyses. For each dataset, the
posterior probability of each value of K (number of populations) is
presented. In each analysis the total number of populations was
allowed to vary from 1 to 11 (see text). Because values of K < 5
encompassed over 95% of the posterior probability distribution, the
value of K is truncated at 5 for each marker class.
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significant for both introns (AldoB3 - C1 and C2; ßact3 - C3). Also, in contrast to the
mitochondrial dataset, microsatellite Fst was strongly associated with distance (correlation
coefficient = 0.79, p = 0.01; Table 2.6), but not elevation (correlation coefficient = 0.18, p =
0.052; Table 2.6). For both nuclear introns, neither distance nor elevation was significantly
associated with Fst (Table 2.6).
The Effect of Elevation on Gene Flow
Mitochondrial gene flow was greatly reduced along the elevational transects compared to
the control transects. Along both elevational transects, IM estimates of mitochondrial migration
rate (m) were statistically indistinguishable from zero. In contrast, estimates of mitochondrial m
were over 160 times greater, on average, along the control transects than the elevational transects
(mcontol:melevational = 161.2; Table 7). We did not observe a similar discrepancy for either of the
nuclear datasets (microsatellites - mcontol:melevational = 0.82; introns – mcontrol:melevational = 1.29),
suggesting that nuclear rates of gene flow are not appreciably decreased along elevational
gradients.
DISCUSSION
The Role of Natural Selection in Population Genetic Structure
Divergent selection pressures along environmental gradients can drive population
differentiation by reducing gene flow among locally adapted populations. Despite the much
greater linear distance of the control transects, we found that the rates of mitochondrial gene flow
were over 160 times higher along the control transects than along the elevational transects (Table
2.7). The effect of elevation on population genetic structure was also demonstrated by the steep
mitochondrial clines and by the significant correlation between mitochondrial Fst and the
elevational difference between sampling sites. In addition, mitochondrial haplotype clines along
both elevational transects were associated with environmental variables suggesting that they are
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Table 2.6 Results of the Mantel tests for correlations between geographic (linear
distance and elevation difference) and genetic (Fst) distance matrices.
Marker
ND3
Microsatellites
AldoB3
Bact3

Distance
Correlation coefficient
-0.09
0.79
-0.132
0.079

p
0.51
0.01
0.671
0.218
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Elevation
Correlation coefficient
0.39
0.18
0.113
0.075

p
0.006
0.052
0.1548
0.228

Table 2.7 Maximum likelihood estimates of symmetrical introgression
rates [90% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals]. Asterisk indicates a
plateau in the upper bounds of posterior probability distribution. Estimates
of 0.005 are effectively zero.

Transect
T1
T2
C1
C2
C3

m mtDNA
mintrons
mmicrosatelittes
0.005 (0.005-7.7) 49.4(13.3-99.95)* 24.98 (6.83-121.4)
0.163 (0.003-3.7)
4.7 (2.31-9.95)
42.6 (16.7-122.4)
3.1 (0.005-99.95)* 51.7 (24.4-149.6)* 72.4 (34.1-149.5)
7.5 (1.8-99.95)*
45.9 (30.7-174.9)* 2.3 (0.375-33.97)
30.05 (16.3-99.95)* 6.98 (0.82-117.7)
9.22 (3.32-33.5)
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maintained by environmentally mediated selection pressures. Because of the role of the
mitochondrion in oxidative phosphorylation, the mitochondrial genome has been shown to be a
target of natural selection in organisms inhabiting cold, hypoxic environments (Ehinger et al.
2002; Mishmar et al. 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004; Fontanillas et al. 2005). Functional variation
among mitochondrial haplotypes may be under strong selection at high altitude in Z. capensis.
Although steep genetic clines can also be formed by neutral diffusion of alleles following
the secondary contact of differentiated populations (Haldane 1948; Endler 1977), this seems an
unlikely explanation for the mitochondrial clines. All of the individuals examined in this study
belong to the same subspecies, so secondary contact is not suggested by morphological
differences between montane and coastal populations. Regardless, if one assumes the
mitochondrial clines reflect secondary contact of montane and coastal populations, one can
calculate the expected cline width under a neutral model by using the diffusion equation: w =
2.51σ√t (Barton and Gale 1993), where σ is the root-mean-square (RMS) dispersal distance and t
is the time since secondary contact in generations. RMS dispersal distances are not available for
Z. capensis, but estimates for other passerines with similar life histories can be used to explore
the expected cline shapes under a neutral diffusion model. RMS dispersal distances for birds are
typically estimated using either detailed studies of breeding populations or from banding
recovery data. Estimates for RMS dispersal distances in eight passerine birds ranged from 0.3 km
(Melospiza melodia) to 1.7 km (Thyromanes bewickii), with a mean of 1 km (Barrowclough
1980). More recent estimates of RMS dispersal distance for passerine species range from 30 km
(Dendroica occidentalis and D. townsendi - Rohwer and Wood 1998) to 150 km (Catharus
ustulatus - Ruegg 2008). For Z. capensis, the available information suggests that an estimate of 1
km could be used to place a very conservative bound on cline shape under a neutral diffusion
model.
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Assuming the montane and coastal populations of Z. capensis are in secondary contact, it
is unclear when that contact would have first occurred. Areas of non-glaciated habitat at the top
of transect T1 have been available for approximately 20,000 years (Seltzer et al. 2002), which
places an upper bound on the period of time that Z. capensis could have continuously occupied
the length of the elevational gradient. Using a conservative estimate of 1 km RMS dispersal
distance and a time of secondary contact of 10,000 generations ago (assuming a generation time
of 1 year), the neutral diffusion model predicts a cline width of 251 km, which is nearly twice the
total length of elevational transects T1 and T2. Mean dispersal distances for Z. capensis may be
greater than 1 km given its large geographic distribution and the range of dispersal estimates
available for passerine birds. Similarly, 10,000 years is only half of the time that non-glaciated
high-elevation habitats may have been available in the study area (Seltzer et al. 2002). Thus, by
even conservative estimates, the mitochondrial cline widths are much narrower than predicted by
a neutral diffusion model, which suggests that they are maintained by natural selection.
The strength of selection maintaining genetic clines can be estimated given an estimate of
RMS dispersal distance and cline width (Haldane 1948; Endler 1977; Mullen and Hoekstra
2008). Under an environmental gradient model, in which environmental conditions are assumed
to change gradually and dispersal distances are less than the environmental transition, the
strength of selection can be estimated as: s = σ2(2.4/w)3, where s is the selection coefficient, σ is
the RMS dispersal distance, and w is the cline width (Endler 1977). Assuming a dispersal
distance of 1 km, estimates of s are 0.048 for transect T1 and 0.026 for transect T2. Our cline
analyses of climatic variables, however, demonstrate that environmental conditions change
abruptly instead of gradually along the elevational transects. Under these conditions, the strength
of selection can be estimated as: s = (σ/w)2 (Haldane 1948; Slatkin 1973). Again assuming a
dispersal distance of 1 km, estimates of s are 0.023 for T1 and 0.015 for T2. This model assumes
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that dispersal distance is similar to or greater than the environmental transition. Climate cline
widths on transects T1 and T2 are 37.6 km and 28.5 km respectively, and although this distance
is much greater than the 1 km dispersal distance assumed here, these distances are within the
range of dispersal estimates for passerine birds. Given the large confidence intervals around the
mitochondrial cline widths (Table 2.5), selection coefficients under both models should be
viewed cautiously. However, they are similar in magnitude to those estimated from clines in
pigmentation traits known to be under natural selection for crypsis in beach mice (Mullen and
Hoekstra 2008), but are lower than selection coefficients estimated from hybrid zones in
Bombina toads (Szymura and Barton 1986) and Heliconius butterflies (Mallet et al. 1990).
Mitonuclear Discordance and Migration-Selection Balance
One striking result of this study was the discrepancy between the mitochondrial and
nuclear markers in the patterns of gene flow and genetic structure. For both nuclear sequence and
microsatellite datasets, gene flow was not substantially reduced along the elevational transects
compared to the control transects, and variation in allele frequencies was not related to
environmental variables along the elevational transects. Moreover, in contrast to the
mitochondrial dataset, microsatellite Fst was strongly correlated with distance, but not elevation.
Thus, for the nuclear datasets, the elevational gradient appears to have little effect on patterns of
gene flow and population genetic structure. Instead, an isolation-by-distance model better
explains nuclear population genetic structure in Z. capensis.
This mitonuclear discrepancy supports the hypothesis that natural selection maintains the
mitochondrial haplotype clines, but several alternative hypotheses could explain the mitonuclear
discordance. First, the effective population size (Ne) of mitochondrial markers is one quarter of
that of nuclear autosomal markers (Hudson 1990). Thus, the geographic structuring of genetic
variation is expected to occur, on average, more rapidly for mitochondrial than for nuclear
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markers. Assuming differences in Ne among marker classes explain the mitonuclear discordance,
we would also expect the z-linked locus (AldoB3) to show greater population genetic structure
than the autosomal locus ßact3. This was not the case. For example, 1.) there was no association
between shifts in AldoB3 allele frequencies and environmental variables, as was the case for
other nuclear loci, 2.) Fst estimates along the elevational transects were similar for both nuclear
introns, and 3.) AldoB3 Fst was not significantly associated with elevation or distance. The
available evidence suggests that differences in Ne are unlikely to explain the mitonuclear
discordance, but data from many additional nuclear loci are needed to provide a stronger test of
this possibility.
Differences between mitochondrial and nuclear patterns could also reflect limited
elevational dispersal of females relative to males. This seems unlikely. In a closely related
migratory species, Z. leucophrys, females tend to disperse greater distances, on average, than
males (Morton 1997). This should lead to increased, rather than reduced mitochondrial gene
flow. Moreover, the levels of mitochondrial gene flow along the lengthy control transects are
extremely high, presumably reflecting the ability of females to disperse long distances. It is
difficult to envision a scenario in which females would disperse great distances along the control
transects, but not along the elevational transects. Thus, intersexual differences in natal dispersal
distance also seem insufficient to explain the mitonuclear discrepancy.
A final alternative explanation is related to the analytical approaches we used. Our
application of IM violates an assumption that the populations being compared are sister taxa that
do not exchange genes with other unsampled populations. However, this violation should affect
all loci equally and is thus unlikely to systematically bias the results towards reduced
mitochondrial gene flow along the elevational transects. The IM results were also consistent with
those of the cline analyses and the Mantel tests. A similar approach was used to examine
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differential introgression among loci across multiple species (over 6000 pairwise comparisons;
(Linnen and Farrell 2007).
We suggest that the discrepancy between mitochondrial and nuclear markers stems from
the functional importance of the mitochondrion at high altitude. The vertebrate mitochondrial
genome contains 13 protein-coding genes that are involved in oxidative phosphorylation.
Differences among mitochondrial haplotypes that affect this process may be under strong
selection at high altitudes, where cold, hypoxic conditions interact to create an aerobically
challenging environment (Ehinger et al. 2002; Mishmar et al. 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004;
Fontanillas et al. 2005). Comparative gene expression studies of high- and low-altitude
populations of Z. capensis showed large-scale up-regulation of the oxidative phosphorylation
pathway at high altitude, suggesting that this pathway is important in high-altitude stress
compensation in this species (Cheviron et al. 2008; Chapter 3). The sharp clines in haplotype
frequency may represent local adaptation of mitochondrial haplotypes to different altitudinal
environments. Because the mitochondrial genome is inherited as a single linkage group, selection
could be acting on any of the 13 protein-coding genes. It should be possible to test this
hypothesis using mitochondrial genomic sequences and functional assays of high- and lowelevation mitochondrial haplotypes. Under this hypothesis, the mitonuclear discrepancy would
reflect the greater movement of neutral nuclear alleles along the elevational gradients relative to
the flow of locally adapted mitochondrial haplotypes. These results are consistent with a
migration-selection balance model in which natural selection maintains mitochondrial
differentiation in the face of gene flow along the elevational gradient.
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CHAPTER 3: TRANSCRIPTOMIC VARIATION AND PLASTICITY IN RUFOUSCOLLARED SPARROWS (ZONOTRICHIA CAPENSIS) ALONG AN ALTITUDINAL
GRADIENT*
Identifying the genomic basis of adaptive traits is a major ambition of evolutionary
biology research (Orr 2005). Vertebrate adaptations to high-elevation environments are classic
examples of natural selection (Monge and Monge 1968; Frisancho 1975; Perutz 1983; Bouverot
1985). The environmental stressors on endothermic vertebrates at high altitude are well
understood; cold, hypoxic conditions interact to create a metabolically challenging environment
within which constant energy production must be maintained in the face of reduced oxygen
availability and increased thermal stress.
Numerous studies have uncovered polymorphisms that underlie physiological adaptation
to high altitude. Hemoglobin polymorphisms have provided well known examples of adaptive
divergence among high and low altitude taxa (Snyder 1978, 1981; Snyder et al. 1982; Perutz
1983; Chappell and Snyder 1984; Snyder et al. 1988; Jessen et al. 1991; Monge and Leonvelarde
1991; LeonVelarde et al. 1996; Ramirez et al. 1999; Osojic et al. 2000; Ostojic et al. 2002; Storz
2007; Storz et al. 2007), but recent studies of other metabolic pathways have also documented
putative cases of adaptive divergence at the molecular level (Ehinger et al. 2002; Coskun et al.
2003; Mishmar et al. 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004). This work has clearly shown that structural
changes within the coding regions of candidate genes can be important for adaptation to high
altitude. However, adaptive evolution may also proceed through changes in transcript abundance,
and the adaptive role of transcriptional variation in high-altitude environments remains largely
unexplored.
Several lines of evidence suggest that divergence in gene expression patterns may be
especially important in the early stages of adaptive divergence (King and Wilson 1975;
*
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Abzhanov et al. 2004; 2006; Whitehead and Crawford 2006b; Whitehead and Crawford 2006a;
Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2007). In particular, physiological acclimation to stressful environments,
such as high altitude, is often associated with up-regulation of hormones and proteins that is
correlated with changes at the transcription level. Thus, on physiological timescales, variation in
protein expression accounts for many acclimation mechanisms, and similar regulatory changes
may also contribute to adaptation over evolutionary timescales.
Studies of the transcriptomic response to environmental stressors can provide key
insights into the genes and biochemical pathways involved in physiological acclimation and
evolutionary adaptation, but until recently the genomic tools needed for large-scale transcriptome
analyses were only available for a handful of model organisms. Although functional genomic
studies within a select suite of model organisms have revolutionized the biological sciences,
these organisms offer few opportunities to study the genomic underpinnings of acclimation and
adaptation in nature, where the ecological context of adaptive evolution is better understood.
Recent advances in the development of genomic tools and databases provide opportunities to
study adaptation in natural populations of non-model organisms in unprecedented detail (Gracey
et al. 2001; Gracey et al. 2004; Lexar et al. 2004; Stolz et al. 2004; Butlin and Roper 2005;
Rogers and Bernatchez 2005; Derome and Bernatchez 2006; Hoekstra et al. 2006; Lai et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2006; Whitehead and Crawford 2006a). Such studies have already provided
key insights into outstanding questions regarding the process of adaptive evolution and
speciation, but much work remains. In particular, field manipulation experiments offer the power
to distinguish transcriptional variation that is plastic over physiological timescales, from that
which is fixed over such timescales. The former is likely to be important in acclimation
responses, whereas the latter may be due to heritable variation that is important in evolutionary
adaptation. To our knowledge, the transcriptomics of high altitude acclimation and adaptation are
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unexplored in natural populations of any organism. Wild bird populations offer a powerful model
system for such studies.
Here, we tested for differential gene expression among populations of a widespread
Neotropical passerine, the Rufous-collared Sparrow (Zonotrichia capensis), that are distributed
along an altitudinal gradient on the Pacific slope of the Peruvian Andes. Gene expression levels
were profiled from birds sampled in their native habitats, and also from birds transplanted to a
common altitudinal environment. The primary goal was to test whether altitude-specific
expression patterns were plastic or fixed, thus offering insights into the role of regulatory
variation in physiological acclimation and evolutionary adaptation to high altitude.
The Rufous-collared Sparrow (Zonotrichia capensis) has one of the largest distributions
of any Neotropical passerine, occurring from southern Mexico, south through Central America
and several Caribbean Islands, and across nearly the entire continent of South America
(Chapman 1940; Ridgely and Tudor 1989) (Figure 3.1). Due to its broad geographic distribution
that spans heterogeneous landscapes, there is potential for local adaptation. Along the Pacific
slope of the Peruvian Andes, the Rufous-collared Sparrow is continuously distributed from sea
level to over 4600m above sea level (a.s.l.), but gene flow is substantially reduced along
altitudinal gradients (Cheviron and Brumfield in review; Chapter 2). Moreover, populations
occurring at different altitudes differ in physiological parameters that are likely to be adaptive.
Individuals collected at 4500m a.s.l. have significantly lower critical temperatures (the
temperature at which metabolic resources must be used to maintain constant body temperature)
than those collected at sea level, consistent with adaptation to cold, high altitude habitats (Castro
1983; Castro et al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990).
In this study, we extended a heterospecific genomic tool, zebra finch (Taeniopygia
guttata) cDNA microarrays, to the study of variation in transcriptomic patterns between two
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Rufous-collared Sparrow populations that are distributed along an altitudinal gradient. This study
had two main objectives. First, we tested for evidence of differential expression between
populations sampled in their native high and low altitude environments to identify genes and
biochemical pathways that may be important for high altitude stress compensation. Second, we
performed a “common garden” experiment, wherein high and low altitude individuals were
transplanted to a single low altitude site, to distinguish expression differences that are plastic in
response to the environment, fixed between populations, or interact between population and
environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Collection and Experimental Design
Eight adult Z. capensis individuals were sampled using mist nets from each of two study
sites, one high altitude and one low altitude, on the Pacific slope of the central Andes in Peru
(Figure 3.1). The high altitude site was located roughly 4150m a.s.l. near the town of Ondores
(11° 05.25’S, 76° 08.83’W). The low altitude site was located at roughly 2000 m a.s.l.,
approximately 3.5km N of the town of Huinco (11° 44.11’S, 76° 36.39’W) below the altitude at
which many physiological acclimation mechanisms begin to be manifested (Bouverot 1985). The
high- and low-altitude populations are genetically differentiated (mtDNA φst = 0.16; P = 0.01),
and the population sampled at 2000 m is genetically indistinguishable from populations sampled
near sea-level (400 m a.s.l.) (mtDNA φst = 0.0) (Cheviron and Brumfield in review; Chapter 2).
A phylogeographic break between the high and low altitude populations occurs at roughly 3800
m a.s.l., approximately 1900m above the low altitude site (Chapter 2).
Expression profiles were measured in four treatment groups: high altitude native, high
altitude transplant, low altitude native, and low altitude transplant. Within sites, individuals were
randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups: native or transplant. Individuals in the
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Figure 3.1 Sampling localities. A. Distribution of Z. capensis is illustrated in gray. B.
Sampling localities. Altitude is indicated by shading with higher altitudes being
indicated as darker colors. C. Cross-section of sampling transect. T, L, and H refer to
the transplant, low altitude, and high altitude sampling sites respectively. Altitudinal
profile was generated using georeferenced sampling localities in SimpleDEM viewer
Digital range map created by Ridgely et al. (2003) and downloaded from InfoNatura
(2005).
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native high and native low altitude treatments were captured, housed in cages at ambient
temperature for 1 to 4 days, and tissues were sampled at their native altitude. Individuals in the
transplanted high altitude group were mist netted at 4150 m a.s.l. and transplanted to Lima, Peru
(~150 m a.s.l.), housed in cages at ambient temperature for seven days and sacrificed. This
treatment allowed us to determine the degree of plasticity in gene expression patterns by testing
whether expression differences between the native high and low altitude groups persisted during
a one-week acclimation period near sea level. Although physiological acclimation to high
altitude can take several weeks to months, in this study we transplanted birds from high to low
altitudes. Quantitative PCR analyses have shown that although several genes are up-regulated at
high altitude in humans, transcript abundance of all of these genes reaches low altitude levels
within a day of arrival at sea level (Appenzeller et al 2006). Though a reciprocal transplant
experiment, wherein low altitude individuals are transplanted to a high altitude site, would be a
logical extension of these experiments, this was not logistically feasible for this study.
We sampled approximately 400mg of pectoral muscle tissue from each individual. Tissue
samples were surgically removed immediately after sacrifice and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.
All individuals included in the study were sampled in February 2007 within a one week period in
order to minimize seasonal variation in expression profiles. Voucher specimens for the tissue
samples are housed in the ornithological collections of the Louisiana State University Museum
of Zoology and Centro de Biodiversidad y Ornitología in Lima, Peru (Table 3.1).
Sample Preparation
We extracted total RNA from approximately 40mg of pectoral muscle tissue using
TRIzol (Invitrogen) in conjunction with an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) according manufacturer
protocols. Purified total RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer, and
RNA integrity was assessed via gel electrophoresis on an Experion Automated Electrophoresis
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Table 3.1 Tissue voucher numbers, experimental group assignment, sex, and cage
time for individual samples. Voucher number refers to the tissue voucher housed in
the Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology Collection of Genetic Resources.
Voucher Number
B-56622
B-56623
B-56624
B-56625
B-56626
B-56631
B-56632
B-56633
B-56627
B-56628
B-56629
B-56630
B-56634
B-56635
B-56636
B-56637

Experimental group
Sex Time in captivity (days) Date collected
High altitude, Native
F
2
11-Feb-2007
High altitude, Native
M
4
9-Feb-2007
High altitude, Native
M
1
13-Feb-2007
High altitude, Native
M
1
13-Feb-2007
High altitude, Transpant F
10
13-Feb-2007
High altitude, Transpant M
14
9-Feb-2007
High altitude, Transpant M
10
13-Feb-2007
High altitude, Transpant M
10
13-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Native
M
1
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Native
F
1
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Native
F
1
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Native
M
1
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Transplant F
8
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Transplant F
8
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Transplant F
8
15-Feb-2007
Low altitude, Transplant M
8
15-Feb-2007
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Station (BioRad). All RNA extracts were stored at -80ºC until further processing.
To prepare samples for cDNA microarray hybridizations, 10 µg of total RNA was reverse
transcribed in 30µl reaction volumes containing 2µl of dT18 primer (1mg/ml), 1µl of random
hexamer primer (3mg/ml – Life Technologies), 6µl of 5X First Strand Buffer (Invitrogen), 0.3µl
0.1M DTT, 0.6µl 50x aminoallyl dNTP mix (25mM dATP, 25mM dCTP, 25mM dGTP, 15mM
dTTP, 10mM aminoallyl-dUTP), 2µl (400U) of SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase
(Invitrogen) and 0.5µl (20U) of RNase Inhibitor (New England Biolabs). Reactions were
incubated overnight at 46°C. Template RNA was then hydrolyzed by the addition of 10µl of 1M
NaOH and 10µl of 0.5M EDTA and incubated at 65°C for 15min, neutralized by adding 10µl
1M HCl, and cDNA was purified using a Qiagen QIAquick PCR purification kit. Cyanine 3
(Cy3) and Cyanine 5 (Cy5) coupling reactions were performed in 9µl reactions by resuspending
Cy-dyes in 9µl of 0.1M Na2CO3 and adding them to the dried cDNA samples, incubating at
room temperature for 2 hours in the dark, and purified using a Qiagen QIAquick PCR
purification kit.
Microarray Hybridization
We used a spotted cDNA microarray developed for zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata)
(Wada et al. 2006) to characterize transcriptomic profiles for each individual in the study. This
microarray contains 19,928 clones that were isolated from zebra finch brain cDNA libraries
(Wada et al. 2006). Cross-species microarray hybridization is a relatively novel means of
extending genomic tools to non-model species (Bar-Or et al. 2007). The utility of this approach
depends on the degree of sequence divergence between the target species (the species of interest)
and the reference species (the species for which the microarray was designed). Competitive
hybridization between Rufous-collared Sparrow and Zebra Finch transcripts failed to reveal any
substantial reduction in the hybridization efficiency of sparrow transcripts compared to those of
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Zebra Finch (results not shown), and we were able to conservatively detect hybridization to
nearly 6000 cDNA spots (see Results). Although direct comparisons between Z. capensis and T.
guttata could be problematic because of heterologous hybridization bias, our comparisons should
not be compromised by such biases because the recently diverged (~10,000 years ago) high and
low altitude populations of Rufous-collared Sparrow are equally phylogenetically distant from T.
guttata.
Microarray analysis was applied to the four individuals from each of the four
experimental groups. Each sample was hybridized twice, once labeled with Cy3 and once with
Cy5 to eliminate dye bias, resulting in a total of 32 hybridizations. The Cy3 and Cy5
hybridizations were balanced (although incompletely) in a loop design.
Immediately prior to hybridization, arrays were incubated at 42°C in pre-hybridization
buffer (5XSSC, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% BSA) for one hour, then rinsed in deionized water, and spun
dry by centrifugation at 1500rpm for 3 min. Labeled cDNAs were resuspended in 40µl of
SlideHyb hybridization buffer (Ambion), paired Cy3 and Cy5 labeled samples were mixed
together, and incubated at 70°C for 10 min before hybridization to the arrays. Hybridized arrays
were placed in Corning Microarray hybridization chambers and incubated 12-18 hrs in a 42°C
waterbath. Following hybridization, slides were washed in 0.1XSSC with 0.2% SDS at 42°C for
5 min. Two successive washes were carried out at room temperature. The first was in 0.1XSSC
with 0.2% SDS, and the second was in 0.1XSSC. Slides were spun dry by centrifugation at
1500rpm for 3 min and scanned using a Packard Bioscience ScanArray Express microarray
scanner. The software package Imagene (Biodiscovery) was used to quantify spot signals as
fluorescence intensities for each dye channel.
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Data Processing and Statistical Analyses
Raw fluorescence intensities were normalized using the general intensity dependent
model implemented in the program eCADS (Dabeny and Storey 2007). Normalized log2 values
of Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence intensities were treated as technical replicates and averaged for
each individual. We tested for evidence of differential gene expression among experimental
groups using a linear model with two factors representing population of origin (high altitude 4100m versus low altitude – 2000m) and location of sampling (native altitude – 4100 or 2000m
versus transplanted altitude – 150m). For a given gene, this model can be written as:
Iabj = µ + αa + βb + αβab + εabj

(1)

where I is the log2 fluorescence intensity of gene j, and a = b = j = 1, 2, ……. j genes. In this
two-way factorial model, µ is the parametric mean, α and β are the main effects of population of
origin and sampling location respectively, and αβ is a two-way interaction between the two main
effects. The random error term ε is assumed to have a mean of zero and constant variance σ2
pooled across slides. Genes with significant main effects of α or β are differentially expressed
between populations or transplant treatments respectively. Each cDNA spot was treated
independently, and this model was fit to each spot on the array using the lmfit function in the R
program limma (Smyth 2005). Pooled variance was estimated using empirical Bayes standard
error shrinkage using the ebayes function in limma. Multiple testing was corrected by calculating
the false discovery rate (FDR) using the program qvalue (Storey and Tibshirani 2004). Unequal
variance among treatment groups was tested for genes with significant main effects using a
Levene’s test in the program JMP 5.0.1.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Finally, hierarchical
clustering was performed for all genes showing significant main effects using JMP.
To examine the degree of plasticity in gene expression profiles, we used post-hoc Tukey
HSD tests for each gene exhibiting significant population main effects to determine which of the
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group means were significantly different (P < 0.05). Gene expression levels were considered
plastic if mean expression levels differed in comparisons between native altitude groups, but
were not significantly different in the common environment. Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests were
performed using JMP.
For logistical reasons total cage time varied among individuals in the experimental
treatments. Specifically, individuals were collected over a one-week period, which resulted in
some individuals being kept in captivity longer than others. All of the individuals in the
transplanted treatments were kept in the common garden for one week, but the variance in cage
time resulted from the time it took to catch individuals at the native elevations before
transplantation to the common garden. To test whether cage time affected expression variation,
we tested for correlations between cage time and expression levels for every gene that exhibited
a significant linear model main effect using linear regression analysis; only three genes (0.9%)
exhibited a significant (P < 0.05) correlation between time in captivity and expression level.
Likewise, because the sexes of Z. capensis are morphologically indistinguishable by noninvasive examination, random assignment of individuals to treatment groups resulted in
unbalanced sex ratios among groups. We evaluated the effect of sex (determined by dissection)
on gene expression using t-tests; expression levels did not differ significantly between males and
females for any of the genes with significant linear model main effects. Linear regressions and ttests were performed using JMP. These tests indicate that main treatment effects are not
influenced by altered sex ratios or differences in cage time between the experimental groups.
Gene Ontology Analyses and Pathway Analyses
We used several databases to determine gene ontology terms for each of the transcripts
that showed significant linear model main effects. These databases included AmiGO
(http://amigo.geneontology.org), the NCBI Gene database
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(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=gene), and the Ingenuity Knowledge Database
implement in the Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) software package (Ingenuity Systems,
Redwood, CA). Pathways were generated using IPA.
RESULTS
Microarray Performance
We used several quality control criteria to parse the original dataset of 19,928 spot
fluorescence intensities. First, we only considered spots with intensities greater than twice the
local background fluorescence. Second, any spot flagged for shape or position irregularities
during the Imagene analysis on any of the 16 arrays was discarded. A total of 5980 spots (27.3%)
met these criteria, and the proportion of included spots is comparable to other studies utilizing
heterologous hybridization (Derome and Bernatchez 2006; Kennerly et al. 2008; Saint-Cyr et al.
2008). The criteria implemented here are conservative and undoubtedly resulted in the exclusion
of “good” spots. However, they did ensure that only the highest quality spots were included in
subsequent analyses.
Differential Gene Expression Among Treatment Groups
A total of 333 of 5980 cDNAs exhibited significant main effects of population of origin
(high altitude - 4100m versus low altitude - 2000m) without an interaction effect (P < 0.01, FDR
= 1.7%) (Figure 3.2). We considered this set of cDNAs to be differentially expressed between
groups living at different altitudes. For clarity, in the following discussion we refer to spots on
the array with significant population of origin effects as cDNAs, which are distinguished from
unique annotated transcripts, which we refer to as transcripts.
Seventy-four of the 333 cDNAs with significant population of origin effects were either
unannotated or did not generate significant sequence matches in BLAST searches (Wada et al.
2006). The remaining 259 cDNAs represent 188 unique annotated transcripts. Of these, 187 were
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Figure 3.2 Venn diagram of cDNAs with significant linear model main effects.
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up-regulated in high altitude individuals relative to low altitude individuals, whereas only a
single transcript, metallothionein 2, was up-regulated in low altitude individuals. Among the 333
cDNAs with significant population of origin effects, 27 (8.1%) exhibited unequal variance
among the experimental groups (Levene’s test, P < 0.05). Of these 27 cDNAs, the transplanted
groups exhibited elevated variance for 23 (85.2%), indicating a trend toward higher variance
among transplanted birds for a small fraction of the genes.
Hierarchical clustering analysis of the 333 cDNAs with significant main effects of
population of origin revealed that cDNAs clustered into four main groups based on their
transcription patterns, and these groups differed in their distribution of gene ontology categories
(Figure 3.3). Gene clusters 1 and 4 best distinguished the high and low altitude sample clusters
and primarily consisted of genes involved in metabolic processes, particularly those involved in
oxidative phosphorylation. Gene clusters 2 and 3 consisted of genes that were relatively undertranscribed and primarily involved in protein synthesis.
We used Ingenuity Pathway Analysis to explore the degree of connectivity among the
differentially expressed transcripts with population effects. This analysis revealed that many of
these transcripts directly interact in several biological pathways. This result was most striking for
genes involved in metabolism (Figure 3.4A) and signal transduction (Figure 3.4B). Nearly all of
the genes included in these networks (metabolism - 89.8%, signal transduction - 88.6%) were upregulated in high altitude individuals suggesting large-scale up-regulation of these pathways at
high altitude in Rufous-collared Sparrows.
To assess the degree of plasticity in expression of cDNAs with population effects, we
used post-hoc Tukey HSD tests to test for differences in expression level among the four
experimental groups. After correction for multiple comparisons, 81.1% of the cDNAs with
significant main effects of population of origin were differentially expressed in comparisons
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Figure 3.3 Hierarchical clustering analysis of transcripts that had significant main effects of population of origin (333 genes; P < 0.01,
FDR = 1.7%). Warmer colors indicate higher transcription. Bar charts indicate the proportion of transcripts classified into a given gene
ontology (GO) category. GO categories were determined using AmiGO and NCBI Gene databases (see methods).
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between individuals sampled at their native altitude, but none were differentially expressed in the
common garden, suggesting that plasticity largely governs variation in transcriptomic profiles
among populations native to different altitudes. The relatively high variance in expression levels
among individuals in the common garden coupled with the small sample sizes may have
obscured persistent differences in gene expression in the common garden. However, the
variances for most of the cDNAs (91.9%) that were differentially expressed at native altitudes
were not significantly different among treatments, and sample sizes were identical for all groups.
We divided cDNAs into groups based on their Tukey HSD significance patterns,
hereafter referred to as plasticity patterns, to test for commonalities among genes within a
plasticity category (Table 3.2). Because the critical value for the Tukey HSD test is adjusted for
the number of means being compared to control for multiple comparisons (Sokal and Rolf 1997),
mean fluorescence intensities for 61 cDNAs (18.3%) with population of origin effects did not
differ significantly among the experimental groups. Of the remaining 272 cDNAs, 270 (99.2%)
were significantly different between the native high and native low altitude groups, whereas none
were significantly different in the common garden (between the transplanted groups). The most
common plasticity pattern (pattern 1 – Table 3.2) was one in which the native high and low
altitude individuals were significantly different, but the transplanted birds were not different
from each other or either native group (Table 3.2), indicating convergence towards an
intermediate expression level. This result was unexpected and is difficult to interpret. A total of
184 cDNAs fell into this category, representing 112 unique annotated transcripts. Gene ontology
analyses revealed that this group consisted of genes primarily involved in metabolic processes,
particularly oxidative phosphorylation, the citrate cycle, and pyruvate metabolism.
Eighty-six cDNAs exhibited degrees of convergence toward native high altitude
expression levels in the transplanted birds (plasticity pattern 2 - Table 3.2). Six of the 27 cDNAs
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Table 3.2 Plasticity patterns in gene expression for cDNAs with significant population
of origin effects without an interaction.
Plasticity Pattern
Number of cDNAs
Group means not significant after multiple test correction
61
1.) Convergence towards intermediate expression
184
2.) Convergence towards native high altitude
86
3.) Convergence towards native low altitude
2
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Percentage
18.3%
55.3%
25.8%
0.6%

with unequal variance among treatment groups were classified into this category, but all three
transcripts that exhibited significant correlations between florescence intensity and cage time are
included. Similarly, gene ontology analyses revealed that this group contained several transcripts
involved in immune response signaling pathways. The combined evidence of these analyses
suggests that convergence toward the high altitude expression levels (plasticity pattern 2) may be
due to transplant-induced stress response.
Finally, expression levels of two unique transcripts, NDUFB9 and YWHAH, converged
towards the low altitude expression level (plasticity pattern 3 - Table 3.2). There was no
evidence of unequal variance among experimental groups for either of these genes and transcript
abundance was not correlated with cage time. Gene ontology analysis revealed that this group
contains genes involved in ubiquinone biosynthesis and PTEN-signaling.
Expression levels of eight cDNAs exhibited significant main effects of sampling locality
(native altitude versus transplanted altitude) (Figure 3.2) (P < 0.01, FDR = 99.1%). For three of
these cDNAs the effect of sampling locality was independent of population of origin. These
cDNAs represent two unique annotated transcripts, cystatin and zinc finger protein 216.
However, given the high FDR for these genes, it is likely that they are false positives.
Seventy-seven cDNAs had significant interactions between population of origin and
sampling locality (P < 0.01, FDR = 11.0%). Of these 77 cDNAs, 51 had significant population
main effects (Figure. 3.2) and fell into each of the main plasticity categories. Twenty-three
exhibited convergence toward an intermediate expression level in the common garden (plasticity
pattern 1). Eighteen converged on the high altitude expression level (plasticity pattern 2), and
two converged on the low altitude expression level (plasticity pattern 3). Given that all of the
plasticity patterns that we recovered represent a degree of interaction, it is surprising that a
higher proportion of spots did not have significant interactions. This is probably indicative of a
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A.

Figure 3.4 Pathway analysis of differentially expressed genes. Large colored polygons represent
biological pathways, and genes involved in a given pathway are indicated by color coded solid
lines. Smaller red polygons represent genes that are up-regulated in high altitude sparrows. Gray
lines represent interactions among genes, with solid lines represent direct interactions and dashed
lines indicate indirect interactions. A. Network of genes involved in metabolic pathways. B.
Network of genes involved in signal transduction pathways.
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B.

(Figure 3.4 Continued)
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low statistical power to detect such interactions.
DISCUSSION
We identified a panel of 188 unique annotated transcripts that are differentially expressed
between populations of Rufous-collared Sparrows at high and low altitude, representing 8.6% of
the unique annotated transcripts assayed; 187 of these genes were up-regulated in the high
altitude birds. The differentially expressed genes belong to relatively few gene ontology
categories, with genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, oxidative stress response, protein
biosynthesis and signal transduction being over-represented in the list of differentially expressed
transcripts (Figure 3.3, Table 3.2). A number of these differentially expressed genes are known
to be involved in response to cold and hypoxic stress in a wide range of vertebrate taxa,
suggesting that response systems to these stressors are also important at high altitude in Rufouscollared Sparrows. Expression levels of these genes, however, were highly plastic. None of the
transcripts identified as being differentially expressed between individuals sampled at their
native altitudes remained different in the common environment, which is remarkable given the
relatively short acclimation period that was investigated. To our knowledge, this is the first study
to apply transcriptomic profiling to the study of high altitude adaptation in natural populations of
any species. As with many microarray studies, these expression data are largely exploratory. The
genes and biological pathways identified here are good candidates for more targeted studies of
the role of gene expression variation at high altitude.
Differential Gene Expression Between High and Low Altitude Populations
Nearly 200 unique annotated transcripts were differentially expressed between high and
low altitude populations. These genes are primarily involved in metabolism and protein
biosynthesis, although a number of other gene ontology categories, including signal transduction,
growth, and oxidative stress response, were also well represented (Table 3.3). These biological
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pathways are known to be the targets of natural selection at high altitude in other vertebrates, and
many of the genes that are up-regulated in the high altitude individuals are induced by exposure
to cold and hypoxia in other taxa. A full list of the unique transcripts that are differentially
expressed between high and low altitude birds is presented in Appendix B.
When challenged with cold stress, endotherms must increase metabolic heat production
to maintain a constant body temperature (Hayes and O'Connor 1999a). This response is often
mediated by an increase in metabolic rate, and thermogenic capacity has been shown to be under
natural selection in high altitude deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) (Hayes and O'Connor
1999a). High altitude Rufous-collared Sparrows have significantly greater cold tolerance than
those from coastal populations (Castro 1983; Castro et al. 1985a; Castro and Wunder 1990b),
suggesting cold adaptation that could be mediated through increased metabolic thermogenic
capacity.
All of the individuals in this study were collected during early February 2007. During this
time of year, the mean minimum temperature at the high altitude site is approximately 1°C,
roughly 10°C colder than the low altitude site with a mean minimum temperature of 11°C
(www.worldclim.org). A similar difference in temperature (13°C) causes the up-regulation of a
suite of metabolic genes in carp (Gracey et al. 2004), many of which were also up-regulated in
the high altitude birds. Several genes involved in ATP production (ADP, ATP translocases and
ATP synthases) and the citric acid cycle (malate dehydrogenase and isocitrate dehydrogenase)
that are up-regulated in carp upon cold exposure were also up-regulated in the high altitude birds
(Figure 3.4A). Additionally, transcription levels of several other genes involved in oxidative
phosphorylation were significantly greater in the high altitude individuals. These included genes
in all five of the major complexes of the electron transport chain (Complex I - NADH
dehydrogenase α 4, β 2, β 8, Fe-S; Complex II – succinate dehydrogenase; Complex III –
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Table 3.3 Gene ontology (GO) categories represented in the list of
transcripts differentially expressed between high and low altitude
populations. GO categories determined using the Amigo and NCBI
Gene databases.
Percentage of
differentially expressed
Gene ontology category
transcripts
Metabolism
27.7
Protein Synthesis
20.6
Signal Transduction
9.4
Growth
7.3
Protein Transport
6.1
Cell Cycle
5.6
Oxidative Stress Response
3.9
Immune Response
2.8
Protein Catabolism
2.9
Hormone Regulation
1.1
Stress Response
1.1
Other
11.5
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cytochrome c; Complex IV – cytochrome c oxidase V1a; and Complex V – F0 ATP synthase
subunits d, f, and o, and F1 ATP synthase δ). This result is consistent with the up-regulation of
mitochondrial transcripts in cold exposed fish (Itoi et al. 2003; Gracey et al. 2004), genes
showing adaptive patterns of expression in cold-distributed killifish (Whitehead and Crawford
2006a), the increased mitochondrial densities in skeletal muscle of high altitude birds (Hepple et
al. 1998; Mathieu-Costello et al. 1998; Mathieu-Costello 2001), the adaptive significance of
increased metabolic capacity in high altitude rodents (Hayes and O'Connor 1999a; Sears et al.
2006), and the increased cold tolerance in high altitude populations of Rufous-collared Sparrows
(Castro et al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990).
High altitude habitats are unique in that the partial pressure of oxygen covaries with
temperature. As a result, cold-stressed endothermic vertebrates are forced to up-regulate
metabolic pathways to maintain thermal homeostasis in the face of reduced oxygen availability
at high altitude. Hypoxia is known to cause changes in expression of metabolic genes by
inducing expression of genes involved in glycolytic pathways (Gracey et al. 2001). Two
glycolytic enzymes, enolase and lactate dehydrogenase B, were up-regulated in high altitude
Rufous-collared Sparrows, consistent with up-regulation of these genes in the livers of long-jaw
mudsuckers (Gillichthys mirabilis) exposed to hypoxia (Gracey et al. 2001), though upregulation of lactate dehydrogenase B is a well-known example of cold adaptation in killifish
(Fundulus heteroclitus) (Crawford and Powers 1989; Crawford et al. 1990; Powers et al. 1991;
Crawford and Powers 1992; Segal and Crawford 1999).
Because reactive oxygen species (ROS) are a byproduct of cellular metabolism, the upregulation of metabolic pathways at high altitude likely increases the production ROS (Finkel
and Holbrook 2000). Correspondingly, we also found that a number of genes involved in
oxidative stress response and antioxidant protection were up-regulated in high altitude birds.
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Perioxiredoxin 6, glycoxylase 1, glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase 2, Cu/Zn
superoxide dismutase 1, and heme oxygenase are all enzymes involved in minimizing ROS
oxidative damage that were up-regulated in high altitude birds. These enzymes are known to be
important players in the oxidative stress response (Scandiolios 2002) and many are up-regulated
in taxa exposed to both cold and hypoxia (Gracey et al 2001, 2004, Whitehead and Crawford
2006a).
Another GO category that was highly represented in the list of differentially expressed
genes was protein synthesis (37 transcripts). This result was somewhat surprising given that
genes in this GO category are often down-regulated with exposure to acute hypoxia (Gracey et
al. 2001; Hoshikawa et al. 2003; Simon et al. 2008), but is consistent with up-regulation of
protein synthesis genes in cold exposed carp (Gracey et al. 2004). Up-regulation of these genes
at high altitude likely represents a transcriptional response to cold rather than hypoxia. Protein
catabolism (related to increased protein synthesis) was another GO category represented in the
list of differentially expressed transcripts. Several genes involved in ubiquitin-dependant protein
catabolism were up-regulated in high altitude birds including proteasome subunits and ornithine
decarboxylase antienzyme, which are also up-regulated in cold exposed carp (Gracey et al.
2004).
Finally, a group of genes that are known to be up-regulated in humans exposed to
hypoxic stress were also among the genes with significant population effects. Included in this
group were β-globin (α-globin was also significantly differentially expressed, but not at the P <
0.01 cutoff; P = 0.015) and preprocathepsin-D. Additionally, several other genes involved in
nitric oxide signaling were up-regulated in the high altitude birds, suggesting a signal of
transcriptomic response to hypoxic stress (Figure 3.4B).
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In sum, the transcriptomic profiles of high altitude birds seem to be more similar to those
observed in response to cold exposure than to hypoxia, suggesting that for Rufous-collared
Sparrows cold may impose a more severe physiological demand than hypoxia at high altitude.
One striking result of this study was that nearly all (187 of 188) of the differentially expressed
genes were up-regulated in the high altitude individuals. This transcriptomic signature is similar
to that found in cold exposed carp in which 97% of the differentially expressed genes were upregulated (Gracey et al. 2004), but differs from that of fish exposed to hypoxic stress in which
roughly equal proportions of genes were up- and down-regulated (Gracey et al. 2001; Hoshikawa
et al. 2003; Simon et al. 2008). These gene expression results are consistent with physiological
studies suggesting increased cold resistance but not hypoxia resistance in high altitude Z.
capensis (Castro et al. 1985). However, a number of genes that are known to be involved in
hypoxia response were differentially expressed between high and low altitude individuals,
suggesting compensation for hypoxic stress as well. Controlled experiments are needed to
separate the transcriptional effects of hypoxia from those of cold and to evaluate the relative
physiological demands of these environmental stressors.
Plasticity in Transcriptomic Patterns
Gene expression is inherently plastic. Nonetheless, several studies have demonstrated
heritable variation in gene expression among populations that persists under common garden
conditions (reviewed in Whitehead and Crawford 2006b), and some of these expression
differences may be adaptive. Our results suggest a great deal of plasticity in the transcriptomic
profiles of Z. capensis. Nearly 200 transcripts were differentially expressed between high and
low altitude populations when they were sampled at their native altitudes, but none of these
genes were significantly differentially expressed in the common environment. The high degree
of plasticity in gene expression patterns over the relatively short acclimation period is striking.
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Although it is possible that such a short acclimation period may not have allowed the
transplanted individuals to fully acclimate to the common garden and this could mask persistent
expression differences, these results are consistent with human studies of plasticity in gene
expression at high altitude. Humans native to high altitude in the Andes (~4300 m) exhibit
elevated expression of several genes known to be involved in hypoxia response compared to low
altitude (~1500 m) populations, but expression of these genes drops to low altitude levels within
hours after arrival at sea level (Appenzeller et al. 2006). Likewise, myoglobin protein levels in
indigenous Tibetans (Sherpas) at high altitude are nearly twice those of lowland Nepali controls,
but this difference is reduced by 70% when Sherpas and Nepalis are compared at low altitude
(Gelfi et al. 2004). The flexibility of the transcriptomic response to environmental stressors in Z.
capensis may play a role in explaining its exceptionally broad altitudinal distribution.
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CHAPTER 4: CLINAL VARIATION IN METABOLIC GENE EXPRESSION AMONG
RUFOUS-COLLARED SPARROW POPULATIONS DISTRIBUTED ALONG AN
ALTITUDINAL GRADIENT
Understanding the interaction between gene expression and environmental conditions can
provide insights into the genetic basis of adaptive physiological traits (Somero 2005). The high
degree of plasticity in gene expression patterns allows for adjustment of physiological pathways
to local environmental conditions (Gasch and Werner-Washburne 2002; Gracey et al. 2008), and
plasticity at the transcriptomic level may contribute to a species’ ability to cope with spatial and
temporal environmental heterogeneity across its range (Piggliucci 2001; Somero 2005).
Numerous examples of geographic variation and local adaptation of physiological traits have
been documented in natural populations of terrestrial vertebrates (Garland and Adolph 1991), but
studies relating this variation to differences in gene expression are rare.
Vertebrate adaptations to high-elevation habitats are classic examples of natural selection
on physiological pathways (Bouverot 1985; Storz 2007). Reductions in oxygen tension and
ambient temperature along altitudinal gradients impose severe physiological stress on
endothermic vertebrates, and species native to high-elevation habitats have evolved several
strategies to cope with these environmental stressors. Metabolic processes are particularly
important in coping with thermal stress (Chaffee and Roberts 1971; Dawson et al. 1983;
Swanson and Garland 2008). Higher metabolic rates are associated with greater thermogenic
capacity and cold tolerance in vertebrates (Swanson 2001; Swanson and Liknes 2006), and
correspondingly, thermogenic capacity has been shown to be under natural selection at high
altitude (Hayes and O'Connor 1999b; Sears et al. 2006).
High-elevation habitats are unique in that oxygen tension covaries with ambient
temperature along altitudinal gradients. As a result, endothermic vertebrates at high-elevations
are challenged to offset reductions in ambient temperature by increasing metabolic heat
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production in the face of reduced oxygen availability. The relationship between thermal stress
and hypoxia could result in physiological tradeoffs between selection for increased oxygen
consumption to offset cold stress, and selection for reduced or more efficient oxygen
consumption to offset the effects of hypoxia. Such tradeoffs may be evident at the gene
transcription level. Metabolic gene expression is correlated with enzyme activity, suggesting that
differences in gene expression likely have functional consequences (Crawford et al. 1990; Segal
and Crawford 1999; van Breukelen and Martin 2002; Eckerle et al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2008), and
exposure to cold and hypoxia are known to have profound effects on metabolic gene expression
(van Breukelen and Martin 2002; Whitehead and Crawford 2006b). Cold exposure tends to
increase the expression of metabolic genes (Crawford et al. 1990; Segal and Crawford 1999;
Gracey et al. 2004), whereas exposure to acute hypoxia tends to reduce their expression (Gracey
et al. 2001; Heinicke et al. 2002; Deindl et al. 2003; Fan et al. 2005). However, the effect of the
interaction between thermal stress and chronic hypoxia on metabolic gene expression in high
altitude organisms is less understood.
The Rufous-collared Sparrow (Zonotrichia capensis) is one of the most widespread
Neotropical passerines, occurring from southern Mexico, south through Central America, and
across nearly the entire continent of South America (Chapman 1940; Ridgely and Tudor 1989)
(Figure 4.1). Throughout its large geographic range, Z. capensis exhibits considerable variation
in basal metabolic rate (BMR) that is consistent with theoretical expectations based on local
environmental conditions (i.e. high BMR in cold, mesic environments and low BMR in hot, dry
environments) (Castro 1983; Castro et al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990; Sabat et al. 2006;
Cavieres and Sabat 2008). BMR is also highly plastic in Z. capensis, and populations that inhabit
temporally variable environments show the greatest degree of plasticity in BMR, suggesting that
metabolic plasticity may be under selection in variable environments (Cavieres and Sabat 2008).
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Figure 4.1 Sampling localities used in this study. Numbers refer to
more detailed locality information given in Table 4.1. Shading
represents elevation with darker shade indicating higher elevations.
The inset depicts the distribution of Z. capensis in gray and the study
area is outlined with a black box. Digital range map created by Ridgely
et al. (2003) and downloaded from InfoNatura (2005).
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Along the Pacific slope of the Peruvian Andes, Z. capensis is continuously distributed from sea
level to over 4600 m above sea level (a.s.l.), and high-elevation individuals (4500 m a.s.l.) have
significantly higher cold tolerance and BMR than individuals collected at sea level (Castro 1983;
Castro et al. 1985; Castro and Wunder 1990). Patterns of population genetic structure and gene
flow between high- and low-elevation populations suggest local adaptation of mitochondrial
haplotypes, highlighting the potential for metabolic pathways in adaptation to high altitude in Z.
capensis (Cheviron and Brumfield in review; Chapter 2). Similarly, microarray analysis revealed
large-scale up-regulation of genes involved in glycolytic and oxidative phosphorylation
pathways in high-elevation individuals, but the expression of these genes was highly plastic
(Cheviron et al. 2008; Chapter 3).
Here, we examined patterns of metabolic gene expression among populations of Z.
capensis distributed along an elevational gradient. We used these patterns to test hypotheses
concerning the effect of environmental conditions on the expression of metabolic genes. We
measured the expression of six genes involved in three metabolic processes: 1.) citric acid cycle
and oxidative phosphorylation [Malate dehydrogenase 1 (Mdh1), and NADH dehydrogenase 1,
beta subcomplex 9 (NDUFB9)], 2.) glycolysis [Lactate dehydrogenase B (LDHB) and Enolase 1
(Eno1)], and 3.) oxidative stress response and free radical scavenging [super oxide dismutase 2
(SOD2) and Heme oxygenase 2 (Hmox2)]. Each of these candidate genes was found to be upregulated at high altitude in the previous microarray analysis, but these differences did not persist
when individuals were measured under common environmental conditions, revealing plasticity
in metabolic gene expression (Cheviron et al. 2008; Chapter 3). Because temperature decreases
approximately linearly with altitude (Figure 4.2), we hypothesized that metabolic gene
expression would increase linearly with altitude to offset the reduction in ambient temperature,
suggesting that gene expression profiles are matched to local temperature regimes. Alternatively,
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a non-linear relationship between gene expression and altitude would suggest a decoupling of
local temperature and gene expression, which could be the result of a number of factors,
including tradeoffs between the physiological demands of thermal and hypoxic stress, genetically
based gene expression differences between high- and low-elevation populations, or altitudinal
variation in physiological constraints on metabolic processes (Figure 4.2).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sampling
We sampled 50 individuals distributed along an elevational gradient on the Pacific slope
of the Peruvian Andes (Figure 4.1). Sampling localities encompassed most of the elevational
distribution of the species, ranging from approximately 5 to 4150 m a.sl. (Table 4.1). To capture
native expression profiles, free-ranging sparrows were euthanized instantly with a shotgun. Thus,
transcription patterns represent a “snap-shot” of expression profiles in wild individuals at the
time of collection. We sampled approximately 50 mg of pectoral muscle tissue from each
individual. Tissue samples were surgically removed immediately after sacrifice and placed in 1
ml of RNAlater Buffer (Ambion) for approximately 2 hours. Tissue samples were then frozen in
liquid nitrogen. Following exportation to the United States, samples were stored at -80°C in
ultra-cold freezers. Sampling occurred from June to August in 2004 and 2005 in order to
minimize seasonal variation in expression profiles. Collection date had no effect on transcription
profiles (results not shown). Voucher specimens for the tissue samples are housed in the
ornithological collections of the Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology and the Museo
de Historia Natural de Universidad de San Marcos, Lima, Peru.
Sample Preparation
We extracted total RNA from approximately 35-40 mg of pectoral muscle tissue using
TRIzol (Invitrogen) in conjunction with an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer
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Figure 4.2 Top panel: Relationship between mean minimum daily
temperature and elevation along the Pacific slope of the Andes in Peru.
Climate GIS layers for the study area were downloaded from the online
WORLDCLIM database (www.worldclim.org). Temperature profiles
for each georeferenced sampling site were calculated using an
interpolation procedure in DIVA-GIS 4.0 (Hijmans et al. 2004) and
plotted against the elevation of each sampling site. Data shown are
three-month (June-August) mean values. These values encompass the
time of year that all samples included in the study were collected.
Lower panel: Hypothesized relationships between metabolic gene
expression and elevation. The black line illustrates the predicted
relationship if metabolic gene expression in matched to local
temperature regimes. The dashed gray line illustrates one potential
outcome of physiological tradeoffs between the thermal and hypoxic
stress. The solid gray line illustrates the predicted relationship if
expression differences are genetically based.
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Table 4.1 Sampling localities, environmental variables and sample sizes.
Locality
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Latitude
-11.4
-11.73
-11.62
-11.08
-13.84
-16.56
-17.23
-17.33
-17.36
-17.66
-18.16

Longitude
-77.24
-76.6
-76.43
-76.15
-75.13
-71.44
-70.26
-70.98
-70.13
-70.08
-70.67

Elevation Temperature (°C) Precipitaiton (mm)
450 m
12.3
1
2000 m
6.2
0
3870 m
-4.5
4
4150 m
-4.3
19.3
130 m
12.3
0
2550 m
4.1
0.33
3800 m
-4.1
1
1200 m
8.5
0
3300 m
-0.9
0.33
2750 m
1.3
1
5m
13.2
0.33
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n
5
7
2
7
6
5
6
4
2
4
2

protocols. Purified total RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer, and
RNA integrity was assessed via gel electrophoresis on an Experion Automated Electrophoresis
Station (BioRad). RNA extracts were stored at -80ºC until further processing.
We reverse-transcribed 1 µg of total RNA using a DyNAmo cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Finnzymes). Reverse transcription (RT) reactions were performed in 20 µl volumes with 10 µl
of 2X RT Buffer (Finnzymes), 1 µl of oligo(dT)15 primer (100 ng/µl), and 2 µl M-MuLV RNase
H+ reverse transcriptase (Finnzymes). RT reactions were carried out in a MJ Research PTC200
thermocycler under the following conditions: 1.) 10 min primer extension step at 25°C, 2.) l hour
cDNA synthesis step at 37°C, and 3.) 5 min reaction termination step at 85°C. Following reverse
transcription, samples were diluted five-fold with nuclease-free water (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint
Louis, Missouri) and stored at -20°C.
Quantitative Real-Time PCR
Gene-specific primers for quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) were designed for each
of the six candidate genes using the program Primer3Plus (Untergasser et al. 2007) based on
zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) cDNA sequences (Table 4.2). To normalize expression levels
of the metabolic candidate genes, we also designed PCR primers for two reference genes:
TATA-box binding protein associated factor 15 (TAF15) and H3 histone protein (H3), which are
involved in transcription and nucleosome structure, respectively. Transcription levels for both of
these reference genes did not differ between populations sampled at high and low-elevation in
the microarray analysis (Cheviron et al. 2008; Chapter 3).
All primer pairs produced a single amplicon of the expected size. qRT-PCRs were
performed using a BioRad iCycler iQ quantitative PCR system using SYBR green chemistry. All
qRT-PCRs were performed in 12.5 µl volumes, with 4.25 µl nuclease-free water, 6.25 µl RT2
Real-TimeTM SYBR Green/Flourescein PCR master mix (SuperArray Bioscience, Frederick,
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MD), 0.5 µl of each primer (10µM), and 1 µl diluted cDNA template. Thermocycling conditions
were as follows: 95°C for 10 min followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 60 sec.
SYBR Green fluorescence was measured at the end of the 60°C annealing/extension step of each
cycle. Following each qRT-PCR, melting curve analysis was performed to confirm the presence
of a single amplicon and negative controls were included in each qRT-PCR run to test for
genomic DNA contamination.
We calculated the threshold cycle (CT) for each sample using the ‘2nd Derivative
Maximum’ method using PCR baseline subtracted florescence data in the iCycler analysis
software. Under this method, the CT value is the point of maximum curvature for the second
derivative of each qRT-PCR trace. The CT value should fall within the log-linear phase
amplification and represents the PCR cycle at which amplicon fluorescence becomes detectable.
Thus, samples with high initial concentrations of a given transcript will have low CT values. All
samples were measured in triplicate (candidate genes) or duplicate (reference genes) and CT
values were averaged across replicate measurements. Using the average CT for each gene and
individual, we calculated relative expression (RE) levels using the following equation (Pfaffl
2001):
RE = 2(∆CT candidate)/2(∆CT reference)

(1)

where ∆CT candidate is the difference between the average candidate gene CT values for an
individual (CT sample) and a standard (CT standard) (i.e. CT sample – CT standard for the candidate gene),
and ∆CT reference is the difference in the average CT values for a reference gene (i.e. CT sample – CT
standard for

the reference gene). We created a standard by pooling cDNAs from 10 individuals

collected between 2000-3000 m a.s.l. and applied it to all qRT-PCR runs. We calculated the
approximate fold-change (FC) in the expression of candidate genes relative to the standard using
the following equation (Pfaffl 2001):
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Table 4.2 Primer sequences, amplicon size and Genbank accession numbers for zebra finch cDNA sequences used for primer
design.
Gene
Malate dehydrogenase 1
NADH dehydrogenase 1,
beta subcomplex 9
Lactate dehydrogenase B
Enolase 1
Super Oxide dimutase 2
Heme Oxygenase 2
TATA-box associated
factor 15
H3 histone protein

Forward Primer (5'-3')
TTTCAAGTCTCAGGGTGCAG

Reverse Primer (5'-3')
CAGGCAGTTGGTATTTGCTG

Amplicon
Size (bp)
91

CAAGAAATCCCTGCTTCACC

TCGGTGGCTTTCACCATATC

126

DQ214572

AAGATCGTGGCAGACAAAG
GGCAAAGGTGTCTCAAAAGC

TTCACATTCCTCTGCACCAG
TCTCTGTCCCATCCATTTCC

120
130

DQ216113
DV575225

CCTTCGCAAACTTCAAGGAG

TTTGCACAGGCTGCTATCTG

105

DQ214964

CAACGCACAGAAGTTCAAGC

TCCAGCTCATCAAACACCTG

135

DQ214934

Transcription

TTCTGGTTATGGGCAGAGTG

TCGTATCCCTGGGAATCTTG

114

DV577752

Nucleosome Structure

TCTGGTGGGTCTGTTTGAAG

CGAGCCAACTGGATATCTTTG

87

DQ217324

Pathway
Citrate Cycle
Electron Transport
Chain
Glycolysis
Glycolysis
Oxidative stress
response
Oxidative stress
response
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Genbank
Accession
DQ215421

FC = log2(RE)

(2)

Thus, positive FC values indicate gene expression levels that are greater than the standard, and
negative values indicate expression levels that are less.
Statistical Analyses
For all statistical analyses, we grouped samples into 1000 m elevational bands and we
used the midpoint of the elevational band as the sampling elevation for this pooled sample. For
example, individuals sampled at 2000 m, 2550 m and 2750 m were all placed in the 2000-3000
m elevational band and the sampling elevation of this pooled sample was considered to be 2500
m a.s.l. We chose this grouping strategy because sample sizes were small for some elevations
(e.g. 2-4 individuals for 5 m, 2550 m, 2750 m and 3300 m), and it allowed us to maximize
sample sizes within elevational groups and minimize among-group variance in sample size.
Alternative grouping strategies (i.e. 500 m elevational bands or original sampling elevations) did
not affect the overall conclusions.
We tested for correlations between elevation and gene expression levels (FC values) for
each candidate gene using regression analyses in JMP 5.0.1.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). For
each gene, we initially tested for linear and non-linear quadratic associations between expression
levels and elevation, and used F-ratio tests to compare the fit of the linear versus non-linear
models (Sokal and Rolf 1997). We also tested for pairwise correlations between expression
levels among each pair of metabolic genes using Pearson’s correlation coefficient; p values were
Bonferroni-adjusted to control for multiple comparisons. Finally, because expression levels were
highly correlated among genes, we used JMP to perform a principal component analysis (PCA)
on a correlation matrix of the expression levels of the six candidate genes to summarize overall
metabolic gene expression patterns. Regression analyses as described above were also performed
on principal component axis scores.
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RESULTS
As expected, the expression of the two reference genes was not associated with elevation.
Levels of metabolic gene expression (FC values) normalized using TAF15 were strongly
correlated with those normalized using H3 for all six metabolic genes (Figure 4.3),
demonstrating that the choice of reference gene did not appreciably affect FC values. We used
the average of the two FC values calculated for each candidate gene in all analyses.
Six of the 15 pairwise correlations of expression levels among genes were significant (p <
0.05), and four of these remained significant after Bonferroni correction (p < 0.003) (Table 4.3).
Expression levels of the two glycolytic genes (LDHB and Eno1) were significantly correlated
(correlation coefficient = 0.47, p = 0.0006). Hmox2 expression was significantly correlated with
expression of both LDHB (correlation coefficient = 0.59, p < 0.0001) and Eno1 (correlation
coefficient = 0.73, p < 0.0001). Expression of SOD2 was significantly correlated with NDUFB9
expression (correlation coefficient = 0.46, p = 0.0008). Mdh1 expression was correlated with
both LDHB (correlation coefficient = 0.4, p = 0.005) and Eno1 (correlation coefficient = 0.33, p
= 0.02), but these correlations did not remain significant after Bonferroni correction.
The results of the PCA supported these general patterns. The first two principal
component axes accounted for 66.6% of the total variance in gene expression. The first principal
component axis (PC1) accounted for 41.6% of the total variance, and expression levels of all
genes except SOD2 were strongly positively associated with this axis (Table 4.4). The second
axis (PC2) accounted for 25% the total variance and expression levels of SOD2, Mdh1, and
NDUFB9 were positively associated with this axis, whereas LDHB, Hmox2, and Eno1 were
negatively associated (Table 4.4). Bivariate plots of the two principal component axis scores
showed that the individuals sampled at 1500 m a.s.l. and >4000 m a.s.l. were distinguishable in
their overall metabolic gene expression patterns, but individuals sampled at 500, 2500, and
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NDUFB9

Mdh1

r2 = 0.48, p < 0.001

r2 = 0.79, p < 0.001

Relative expression normalized with H3

0.001

LDHB

Eno1

000000.001.001

0.001

Hmox2

SOD2

r2 = 0.74, p < 0.001

r2 = 0.62, p < 0.001

r2 = 0.64, p < 0.001

r2 = 0.56, p < 0.001

Relative expression normalized with TAF15
Figure 4.3 Correlations between relative gene expression levels normalized with
TAF15 and those normalized with H3. Solid lines are the best-fit linear regression
lines.
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Table 4.3 Correlation coefficients for pairwise correlation analyses among genes.
Single asterisks denote significance before Bonferroni correction (p < 0.05). Double
asterisks denote significance after Bonferroni correction (p < 0.003).
Mdh1
NDUFB9
LDHB
Eno1
Hmox2
SOD2

Mdh1
0.242
0.396*
0.326*
0.204
0.161

NDUFB9 LDHB
0.126
0.168
0.225
0.462**

Eno1

Hmox2 SOD2

0.469** 0.592** 0.726** 0.047
0.001
-0.211
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Table 4.4 Results of principal components analysis of metabolic gene
expression. Eigenvectors for the first two principal component axes are
presented. Percentage refers to the percentage of the residual variation
explained by a given principal component axis. Cumulative percentage
refers to the total percentage of the residual variance explained by a given
principal component axis and those preceding it.

Variable
Mdh 1
NDUBF9
LDHB
Eno1
Hmox2
SOD2
Eigenvetor
Pecentage
Cummulative Percentage

PC1
0.365
0.258
0.494
0.521
0.531
0.058
2.49
41.6
41.6
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PC2
0.226
0.572
-0.089
-0.151
-0.281
0.715
1.5
25
66.6

3500 m a.s.l. were clustered together at the center of the plot (Figure 4.4a). Because
expression of five of the six genes was strongly associated with PC1, this axis can be considered
a proxy for overall metabolic gene expression. PC1 scores were significantly associated with
elevation, but the non-linear model was a significantly better fit to the data than a linear model
(F4, 46 = 10.19, p < 0.00001), this suggests that overall patterns of metabolic gene expression are
non-linearly associated with elevation (Figure 4.4b).
Expression of four of the six candidate genes was significantly associated with elevation
(Figure 4.5) with mean transcription levels greatest at the highest elevations. For Mdh1,
expression levels remained similar over a broad altitudinal distribution (500 m – 3500 m a.s.l.),
but were significantly higher at the highest elevations (>4000 m a.s.l.). Mdh1 expression levels
were associated with elevation, but the non-linear regression model was a significantly better fit
than the linear model (F4, 46 = 4.06, p = 0.007). For NDUFB9, LDHB, and Hmox2, mean
transcription levels were lowest at the middle altitudes, and correspondingly, non-linear
regression models fit the data significantly better than linear models for all three genes
(NDUFB9 - F4, 46 = 5.94, p = 0.0006; LDHB - F4, 46 = 3.0, p = 0.028; Hmox2 - F4, 46 = 8.23, p =
0.00004). Patterns of gene expression for Eno1 were qualitatively similar to NDUFB9, LDHB,
and Hmox2, with the lowest mean expression level occurring at 2500 a.s.l. and the highest
occurring at >4000 m a.s.l. (Figure 4.4), but neither regression model provided a significant fit to
the data. Transcription of SOD2 was not associated with altitude.
DISCUSSION
Studies of geographic variation in gene expression can provide key insights into the
genes and biochemical pathways that contribute to environmental stress response and local
adaptation (Gasch et al. 2002; Somero 2005). In this study, we sampled free-ranging wild
sparrows along an elevational gradient to study variation in metabolic gene expression. These
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Figure 4.4 Results of principal components analysis on metabolic gene
expression. Data are presented as mean principal component axis scores
(PC1 and PC2) + 1 SE and are labeled according to sample elevation. B.
Relationship between PC1 scores and elevation. Data are presented as
mean PC1 scores + 1 SE. A quadratic regression was a significantly better
fit than a linear regression, and the solid line is the best-fit quadratic
regression line. Expression of five of the six genes measured was strongly
associated with the first principal component axis, so PC1 scores may be
considered to be a measure of overall metabolic gene expression.
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samples provided a “snap shot” of gene expression profiles from individuals experiencing local
environmental conditions. We found significant variation in metabolic gene expression among
individuals occupying different altitudinal environments. Expression levels among the six
candidate genes were highly correlated, suggesting differential regulation of entire metabolic
pathways (Cheviron et al. 2008; Chapter 3). Overall metabolic gene expression, summarized
using principal components analysis, was significantly associated with elevation, but the
relationship between elevation and gene expression was non-linear (Figure 4.4). When the six
genes were analyzed separately, the highest mean expression level for five of the six genes
occurred at the highest elevations. Expression levels of four of the six genes were significantly
associated with elevation, but the relationship for all four genes was also non-linear (Figure 4.5).
The lack of a linear relationship between metabolic gene expression and elevation
suggests that altitudinal variation in transcription cannot be entirely attributed to compensatory
changes to offset local reductions in ambient temperature. Instead, the non-linear relationships
are consistent with either physiological tradeoffs between thermal stress and hypoxia
compensation, genetically based expression differences, or variation among altitudes in selection
pressure for matching of metabolic gene expression profiles with environmental conditions.
These alternative hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, but they do make different predictions,
and the likelihood of these alternatives differs among genes.
Many factors other than thermal stress response can affect metabolic rate, and
consequently, the expression of metabolic genes. Factors pertinent to this study include hypoxia
and aridity. Acute hypoxia is known to reduce metabolic gene expression in several taxa (Gracey
et al. 2001; Heinicke et al. 2002; Deindl et al. 2003; Fan et al. 2005), and because of the
influence of precipitation on primary productivity, arid environments are also associated with
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Figure 4.5 Relationships between metabolic gene expression and elevation. Data are presented
as mean fold-change (FC) + 1 SE. A quadratic regression was a significantly better fit than a
linear regression for all of the genes that showed an association between elevation and
expression levels. The solid line is the best-fit quadratic regression line. No line is given for
Eno1 and SOD2 because neither linear nor quadratic regression models were significant.
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reduced metabolic rate in birds (Tieleman and Williams 2000; Tieleman et al. 2002a; Tieleman
et al. 2002b; Sabat et al. 2006; Cavieres and Sabat 2008). Most of the study sites along the
gradient are exceptionally arid during the time of year that our study was carried out (Table 4.1).
If the non-linear association between metabolic gene expression and elevation is due to
physiological tradeoffs between compensation for thermal stress, hypoxia, and aridity, one may
expect reductions in metabolic gene expression at middle elevations where relatively mild
temperatures may not induce enough thermal stress to offset the opposing pressures of hypoxia
or reduced primary productivity. This effect should be evident in multiple genes that interact in
metabolic pathways. We observed this pattern for four genes: NDUFB9, LDHB, Hmox2, and
Eno1. The reduced transcription at middle elevations suggests that these elevations may
represent “tradeoff” altitudes at which the reduction in oxygen tension coupled with a possible
reduction in primary productivity may suppress metabolic rate leading to deviations from linear
expectations if the thermal gradient were the only selective force.
Genetically encoded expression differences may also produce non-linear relationships
between elevation and metabolic gene expression. The high-elevation population (>4000 m)
sampled in this study is genetically differentiated in mitochondrial haplotype frequencies from
all of the other sampling sites, with a steep transition between high- and low-elevation
populations centered at approximately 3800 m a.s.l. (Cheviron and Brumfield in review; Chapter
2). If patterns of geographic variation in gene expression are due to genetic differences between
high and low-elevation populations, one would expect transitions in gene expression to be
coincident with population genetic structure. Expression levels for Mdh1 remained unchanged
over a 3000 m altitudinal range (500 – 3500 m a.s.l.), but increased approximately three-fold
within the span of 650 m at very high-elevations (3500 – 4150 m a.s.l.) (Figure 4.5). This sharp
transition in Mdh1 expression was entirely coincident with population genetic structure.
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Although this pattern is consistent with expectations for genetic differences underlying Mdh1
expression, it is only indirect evidence. We cannot rule out the possibility that Mdh1 expression
is also plastic, but is responding to environmental variation differently than other metabolic
genes. This seems unlikely given the central of role of Mdh1 in the citric acid cycle, but
controlled experiments investigating the nature and degree of plasticity in Mdh1 expression
coupled with analysis of sequence variation in regulatory and coding regions of Mdh1 are needed
to distinguish these possibilities.
Finally, non-linear relationships may also result from reduced physiological pressure on
metabolic rates at low-elevation compared to more physiologically demanding high altitude
environments. Under this hypothesis, a wider range of metabolic rates may be tolerated at lowelevation, resulting in higher variance in metabolic gene expression. The increased variance in
metabolic gene expression at low altitudes may elevate the mean expression levels at low
altitude. Although plausible, we found no evidence to support this hypothesis. Variance in gene
expression was not significantly greater at low-elevations for any of the genes. In general, there
was no relationship between variance in gene expression and elevation. It may also be incorrect
to assume that the low-elevation habitats within the study area are necessarily metabolically less
demanding than high-elevation habitats. Given the well-established relationship between aridity
and primary productivity, and effect of high temperatures on reducing metabolic rate to offset
evaporative water loss, it is possible that the arid low-elevation sites impose considerable
metabolic challenges on individuals inhabiting them.
Conclusions
Our results highlight the importance of metabolic processes in coping with variable
selection pressures along altitudinal gradients. Metabolic adjustments are often implicated as
responses to thermal stress, and although temperature changes approximately linearly along the
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altitudinal gradient that we studied, the expression of metabolic genes did not change linearly
with altitude. These results seem to be most consistent with either physiological tradeoffs
between the effects of hypoxia, primary productivity, and thermal stress, or genetically based
differences in gene expression. Future work that incorporates controlled laboratory experiments,
with quantitative estimates of environmental variables, and sequence analysis of regulatory and
coding regions of metabolic genes may be able to distinguish between these alternatives and
provide an integrated perspective on the role of gene expression variation in local adaptation and
physiological acclimation along altitudinal gradients.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
Identifying the genes and biochemical pathways that contribute to adaptive traits is one of
the major goals of evolutionary biology. A focus of high altitude adaptation research has been
the study of variation in the coding regions of candidate genes, particularly hemoglobin genes.
The role of variation in gene expression in high altitude adaptation is largely unexplored. In this
dissertation, I investigated the molecular genetic underpinnings of high altitude adaptation and
physiological acclimation in Z. capensis. I placed special emphasis on the role of gene
expression to better understand its contribution to evolutionary adaptation in species that occur in
high-elevation habitats.
Variable selection pressures across heterogeneous landscapes can lead to local adaptation
of populations. Thus, understanding the influence of spatially varying selection pressures on
microevolutionary processes is fundamental to the study of local adaptation. In Chapter 2, I
investigated the influence of an elevational gradient on the population genetic structure and
patterns of gene flow in Z. capensis. Using multi-locus sequences and microsatellite allele
frequencies, I found that mitochondrial gene flow was severely reduced along the elevational
gradient, but elevation had little effect on levels of nuclear gene flow. These results were
consistent with local adaptation of mitochondrial haplotypes constraining mitochondrial gene
flow among different altitudinal environments. The role of the mitochondrion in aerobic
metabolism and oxidative phosphorylation highlighted the potential of these pathways in high
altitude adaptation.
Until recently, a genomic perspective on the molecular genetic basis of adaptive traits has
been restricted to a select group of model organisms. Although work on model organisms has
provided key insights into the process of adaptive evolution, it is unlikely to fully capture the
complexity of adaptation in nature. In studies of high altitude adaptation in natural populations of
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non-model organisms, researchers have tended to focus on the study of a few candidate genes. In
Chapter 3, I took a step towards bridging this gap by applying a newly developed zebra finch
cDNA microarray to the study of genome-wide patterns of gene expression in Z. capensis.
Comparisons between high and low-elevation populations revealed that many genes that interact
in several metabolic pathways are up-regulated at high altitude, but the expression of these genes
was highly plastic. To my knowledge, this was the first study to apply transcriptomic profiling to
the study of high altitude adaptation in natural populations of any species. The genomic
perspective of this study identified hundreds of candidate genes for future work, and again,
pointed to the importance of metabolic pathways in high altitude adaptation. The plasticity in
transcriptomic profiles highlighted the role that phenotypic plasticity can play in coping with
high altitude physiological stress, and raised the possibility that metabolic gene expression is
matched to local environmental conditions.
Metabolic adjustments are important physiological responses to thermal stress in
endothermic vertebrates, and higher metabolic rates have been shown to be under selection at
high-elevation (Hayes and O'Connor 1999; Sears et al. 2006). In Chapter 4, I examined patterns
of gene expression in six metabolic genes along an elevational gradient to test the hypothesis that
patterns of metabolic gene expression are matched to local temperature regimes. Although
metabolic gene expression was associated with elevation, there was a decoupling of gene
expression and temperature at middle elevations. This decoupling was most consistent with
either physiological tradeoffs between thermal and hypoxic stress compensation or genetically
based expression differences. Expression of Mdh1 was concordant with the mitochondrial
population genetic structure. It is possible, therefore, that Mdh1 expression differences may have
a genetic basis, and examination of sequence variation in regulatory regions of Mdh1 may be a
promising avenue of future research. Altitudinal patterns of expression of the other metabolic
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genes were not associated with population genetic structure, but were consistent with metabolic
tradeoffs between thermal and hypoxic stress compensation. These types of tradeoffs are
probably common in adaptive evolution, and their study is likely to be a fruitful area for future
research.
This dissertation was motivated by my primary research interest, which is to understand
the process of adaptive evolution in natural populations of birds. The importance of
transcriptomic variation and plasticity in avian adaptation is largely unknown, and this
dissertation takes steps towards filling this void. More broadly, this dissertation highlights the
utility of emerging zebra finch genomic tools for the study of natural populations of passerines.
Birds are have long been model systems for ecological and behavioral studies, and this large
body of work has revealed numerous examples of variation in ecologically important traits
among avian populations and species (Price 2007). Studies of the genetic basis of such traits,
however, have lagged behind other taxonomic groups due to a lack of genomic tools and data.
The emergence of avian genomic tools raises the exciting prospect that the wealth of natural
history data available for birds can begin to be studied in an ecological genomic context.
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APPENDIX A: LIST VOUCHER SPECIMENS AND SAMPLING LOCALITIES
Tissue
ID*
48232
48233
48246
48254
48255
48256
48257
48258
48259
48260
48261
48264
52248
52249
52250
52252
52253
52254
52255
52260
52261
52262
52263
52264
52265
52266

Sex
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

Locality
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Lomas de Granado, ca. 12km NNW Huaral 11.40 S, 77.24 W, 450 ma
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
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2
2
2
2,4
2,4
2
2
2,4
2,4
2,4
2
2
2.4
2,4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2,4
2,4
2,4
2,4
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52268
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
52269
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
52270
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56627
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56628
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56629
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56630
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56634
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56635
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56636
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
56637
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca. 3.5km N Huinco, 11.78 S, 76.62 W, 2000 mb
52308
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52309
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52310
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52323
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52324
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52327
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., San Juan de Iris, 11.69 S, 76.16 W, 3300 mc
52277
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52278
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52311
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52312
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52313
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52314
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52315
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
52344
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 77km NE San Juan de Iris, 11.63 S, 76.44 W, 3800 md
49604
M PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 85km NE Lima, 11.63 S, 76.43 W, 3800 md
49605
F PERU: depto. Lima; Santa Eulalia Rd., ca 85km NE Lima, 11.63 S, 76.43 W, 3800 md
49596
M PERU: depto. Junín; Lago Junín, ca 37.5km NW Junín, 10.93 S, 76.25 W, 4200 me
52286
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150me
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52287
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52288
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52289
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52290
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52291
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52292
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52293
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52304
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52305
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52306
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52343
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56622
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56623
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56624
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56625
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56626
F PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56631
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56632
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
56633
M PERU: depto. Junín; Ondores, 11.06 S, 76.16 W, 4150 me
52328
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52329
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52330
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52331
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52332
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52333
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52334
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52353
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52354
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52355
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
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52356
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52357
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52358
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52359
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52360
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 246 on Pan American Hwy, 13.84 S, 76.21 W, 130 mf
52361
F PERU: depto. Ica; mouth of Pisco River, ca 2km N Pisco 13.68 S, 76.21 W, 15 mf
52362
M PERU: depto. Ica; mouth of Pisco River, ca 2km N Pisco 13.68 S, 76.21 W, 15 mf
56541
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56542
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56543
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56544
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56545
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56546
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56547
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56548
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56549
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56638
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56639
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56640
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 48 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.66 S, 75.77 W, 620 mg
56569
F PERU: depto. Ica; km 80 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.57 S, 75.52 W, 1375 mh
56570
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 80 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.57 S, 75.52 W, 1375 mh
56571
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 80 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.57 S, 75.52 W, 1375 mh
56572
M PERU: depto. Ica; km 80 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.57 S, 75.52 W, 1375 mh
56553
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56554
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56555
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56556
F PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56557
F PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56558
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
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56559
F PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 114 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.61 S, 75.34 W, 2900 mi
56560
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56562
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56563
F PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56564
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56565
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56566
F PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56567
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
56568
M PERU: depto. Huancavelica; km 126 on road from Pisco to Ayacucho, 13.59 S, 75.30 W, 3300 mi
52432
F PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52433
M PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52434
M PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52435
M PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52436
F PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52437
M PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52405
F PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52406
M PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52439
F PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52440
F PERU: depto. Ayacucho; Rumichaca, ca 114km W Ayacucho, 13.35 S, 74.95 W, 4030 mj
52415
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52416
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52417
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52418
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52419
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52420
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52421
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52422
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52423
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
52424
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Boca del Rio, ca 45km SW Tacna, 18.16 S, 70.67 W, 5 mk
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52384
M PERU: depto. Moquegua; km 1149 on Pan American Hwy., 17.33 S, 70.98 W, 1200 m
52385
F PERU: depto. Moquegua; km 1149 on Pan American Hwy., 17.33 S, 70.98 W, 1200 m
52386
M PERU: depto. Moquegua; km 1149 on Pan American Hwy., 17.33 S, 70.98 W, 1200 m
52394
F PERU: depto. Moquegua; km 1149 on Pan American Hwy., 17.33 S, 70.98 W, 1200 m
52336
M PERU: depto. Arequipa; Sogay, 16.56 S, 71.44 W, 2500 m
52337
M PERU: depto. Arequipa; Sogay, 16.56 S, 71.44 W, 2500 m
52407
M PERU: depto. Arequipa; Sogay, 16.56 S, 71.44 W, 2500 m
52408
M PERU: depto. Arequipa; Sogay, 16.56 S, 71.44 W, 2500 m
52409
F PERU: depto. Arequipa; Sogay, 16.56 S, 71.44 W, 2500 m
52426
M PERU: depto. Tacna; km 53 on road from Tacna to Tarata, 17.66 S, 70.08 W, 2750 m
52429
M PERU: depto. Tacna; km 53 on road from Tacna to Tarata, 17.66 S, 70.08 W, 2750 m
52430
F PERU: depto. Tacna; km 53 on road from Tacna to Tarata, 17.66 S, 70.08 W, 2750 m
52431
F PERU: depto. Tacna; km 53 on road from Tacna to Tarata, 17.66 S, 70.08 W, 2750 m
52388
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Susapaya, 17.36 S, 70.14 W, 3300 m
52389
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Susapaya, 17.36 S, 70.14 W, 3300 m
52443
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
52445
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
52446
F PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
52447
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
52448
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
52449
M PERU: depto. Tacna; Candarave, 17.23 S, 70.26 W, 3725 m
*Tissue ID refers to the tissue voucher number in the LSUMZ collection of genetic resources
a

This locality corresponds to sampling site T1-1 in Chapter 2

b

These localities were grouped into sampling site T1-2 in Chapter 2

c

This locality corresponds to sampling site T1-3 in Chapter 2

e

These localities were grouped into sampling site T1-4 in Chapter 2

e

This locality corresponds to sampling site T1-5 in Chapter 2

f

These localities were grouped into sampling site T2-1 in Chapter 2

g

This locality corresponds to sampling site T2-2 in Chapter 2
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h

This locality corresponds to sampling site T2-3 in Chapter 2

i

These localities were grouped into sampling site T2-4 in Chapter 2

j

This locality corresponds to sampling site T2-5 in Chapter 2

k

This locality corresponds to sampling site T2-5 in Chapter 2
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF GENES THAT ARE DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED BETWEEN HIGH AND LOWELEVATION POPULATIONS OF Z. CAPENSIS
List of unique transcripts that are significantly differentially expressed between high and low altitude individuals. All of the transcripts
that are included in the list have significant main effects of population of origin (P < 0.01, FDR = 1.7%), but do not exhibit a
significant interaction between population of origin and transplant status. Unknown cDNA, those transcripts that were either
unannotated or did not generate significant sequence matches in BLAST searches clones, are excluded from the list. Transcripts are
listed alphabetically. Annotations from Songbird Brain Transcriptome Database (http://songbirdtranscriptome.net/).
Gene
Acetyl-coenzyme A acetyltransferase 2, complete cds
acetyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, medium chain, complete cds
actin-related protein 5 homolog
acylphosphatase, organ-common type isozyme (Acylphosphate phosphohydrolase), variant 1, complete cds
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 1, complete cds
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6 interacting protein 5, variant 1, complete cds
AF1Q protein, variant 4, complete cds
AHA1, activator of heat shock 90kDa protein ATPase homolog 1, variant 1, complete cds
Alcohol dehydrogenase [NADP+] (Aldehyde reductase), complete cds
alcohol dehydrogenase 5 (class III), complete cds
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 2, variant 1, complete cds
ankyrin repeat and sterile alpha motif domain containing 1, complete cds
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit d, variant 2, complete cds
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit F, variant 7, complete cds
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, variant 3
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, delta subunit, variant
ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal 31kDa, V1 subunit E, complete cds
ATPase, H+ transporting, V1 subunit G isoform 1, complete cds
BBP-like protein 1, complete cds
Bcl-X, variant 1,
beta 1 integrin binding protein 2
beta-globin mRNA, complete cds
blocked early in transport 1 homolog, complete cds
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brain and kidney protein, complete cds
brain protein 44-like, variant 1, complete cds
c6.1a protein, variant 2, complete cds
calcium channel, voltage-dependent, gamma subunit 3, complete cds
Calcyclin binding protein, complete cds
calmodulin 1, internal priming 1, complete cds
cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein, variant 2a, complete cds
cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein, variant 2c, complete cds
CDC28 protein kinase 1B, complete cds
cell division cycle 37 protein (CDC37), complete cds
coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain containing 2, variant 1, complete cds
complexin 2, variant 3 complete cds
craniofacial development protein 1, complete cds
creatine kinase B, variant 1, complete cds
creatine kinase B, variant 3, complete cds
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, variant 1, complete cds
cyclin-dependent kinase 9 (CDC2-related kinase), complete cds
cystatin, variant 1, complete cds
cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIa polypeptide 1, complete cds
cytochrome c, somatic, variant 1b, complete cds
DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 5
DNA directed RNA polymerase II polypeptide L, variant 1, complete cds
Docking protein 5 (Downstream of tyrosine kinase 5)
dynein, cytoplasmic, light peptide variant 5, complete cds
dynein, cytoplasmic, light peptide, variant 4, complete cds
dynein, cytoplasmic, light peptide, variant 2,
EF hand calcium binding protein 2, complete cds
enolase 1, variant 1, complete cds
eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 delta
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 gamma, complete cds
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 1 alpha, variant 1, complete cds
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 1 alpha, variant 2, complete cds
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eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3, subunit 2 beta, 36kDa, complete cds
F1F0-type ATP synthase subunit g, complete cds
family with sequence similarity 32, member A, complete cds
farnesyl-diphosphate farnesyltransferase 1, squalene synthase, variant 1, complete cds
GA binding protein transcription factor, alpha subunit, complete cds
GABA(A) receptor-associated protein-like 2, complete cds
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor, alpha 5, complete cds
glutamine synthetase, variant 1, complete cds
glutamine synthetase, variant 2, complete cds
Glutathione peroxidase, complete cds
glyoxylase 1, complete cds
growth factor receptor-bound protein 10, partial cds
GrpE-like 1, mitochondrial (E. coli), complete cds
guanylate cyclase 1, soluble, beta 2, complete cds
H3 histone, family 3A, complete cds
heat shock factor binding protein 1, variant 1, complete cds
hepatoma derived growth factor, complete cds
histidyl-tRNA synthetase 2, variant 1, complete cds
histone H2A.Z, complete cds
inosine triphosphatase isoform, complete cds
kangai 1, complete cds
lactate dehydrogenase B, variant 2, complete cds
laminin receptor 1, complete cds
lectin, mannose-binding 2, complete cds
leucine rich repeat transmembrane neuronal 1, partial cds
malate dehydrogenase, cytoplasmic, variant 1, complete cds
malate dehydrogenase, mitochondrial, complete cds
MAP3K12 binding inhibitory protein 1, complete cds
maternal G10 transcript, variant 1, complete cds
metallothionein II, variant 2, complete cds
microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 beta, variant 2, complete cds
mitochondrial 28S ribosomal protein S33, complete cds
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mitochondrial ATP synthase, O subunit, complete cds
mitochondrial ribosomal protein L17, variant 2, complete cds
mitochondrial ribosomal protein L40, variant 3, internal polyA priming, complete cds
mitochondrial ribosomal protein S11, variant 3, complete cds
mitochondrial ribosomal protein S25, complete cds
mitochondrial ribosomal protein S27, complete cds
mortality factor 4 like 1, complete cds
myelin protein zero-like 1, variant 2, complete cds
myeloid leukemia factor 2, complete cds
N-acetyltransferase, complete cds
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 4, complete cds
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta subcomplex, 2, variant 2
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta subcomplex, 8, complete cds
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, beta subcomplex 9, complete cds
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 5, complete cds
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) flavoprotein 1, complete cds
NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase B9 subunit, variant 1, complete cds
NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, variant 1, complete cds
NEDD4 family interacting protein 1, complete cds
NHP2 non-histone chromosome protein 2-like 1, complete cds
O-linked N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) transferase, complete cds
opioid receptor, delta 1, variant 1, complete cds
origin recognition complex subunit 6, complete cds
ornithine decarboxylase antizyme, complete cds
P311 POU, complete cds
peptidylprolyl isomerase A, complete cds
peroxiredoxin 6, complete cds
PHD finger protein 5A
potassium voltage-gated channel, Shal-related subfamily, member 2
PREDICTED: similar to neurofilament-L (LOC419528), mRNA
prefoldin 4, complete cds
prepro-cathepsin D, complete cds
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promethin, variant 2, complete cds
proteasome beta 4 subunit, complete cds
Proteasome subunit beta type 7 precursor (Proteasome subunit Z) (Macropain chain Z)
protein kinase C inhibitor / ASWZ, possible variant, complete cds
protein kinase C inhibitor / ASWZ, variant 5, complete cds
protein phosphatase 3 (formerly 2B), regulatory subunit B, 19kDa, alpha isoform (calcineurin B, type I),
variant 1, complete cds cds
prp8-binding protein, partial cds
PTEN induced putative kinase 1, variant 1, partial cds
ras-related protein Rab-11A, complete cds
reticulon 1, isoform C, variant 2, complete cds
reticulon 4, variant 3, complete cds
Retinal homeobox protein Rx1
Rho GDP dissociation inhibitor (GDI) gamma, complete cds
RhoA GTPase, complete cds
ribosomal protein L13A, complete cds
ribosomal protein L26, variant 2, complete cds
Ribosomal protein L35a, variant 1, complete cds
ribosomal protein L36, complete cds
ribosomal protein L5, complete cds
ribosomal protein S23, complete cds
ribosomal protein S3, complete cds
ribosomal protein S3a
ribosomal protein S3a, complete cds
RRM-type RNA-binding protein SEB4R, complete cds
septin 2, variant 1, complete cds
short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase, complete cds
similar to 6330580J24Rik protein, partial cds
similar to asrij, complete cds
similar to DKFZP566O1646 protein, DC8/DC39 protein, partial cds
similar to growth and transformation-dependent protein, partial cds
similar to jun B
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similar to mitochondrial ribosomal protein S7, variant 1, complete cds
similar to NPD014 protein, variant 1, complete cds
similar to ribosomal protein S2
similar to Vmp-prov protein
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide B, variant 1, complete cds
snapin, complete cds
solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial carrier; adenine nucleotide translocator), member 5, variant 1, complete cds
somatostatin precursor pro-2, complete cds
SPARC - secreted protein, acidic, cysteine-rich, complete cds
SPOCK2 - sparc/osteonectin, cwcv and kazal-like domains proteoglycan 2, variant 2, complete cds
stathmin, variant 2, complete cds
stathmin, variant 8, complete cds
stromal cell derived factor receptor 1, complete cds
succinate dehydrogenase complex, subunit D, complete cds
superoxide dismutase 2, mitochondrial
suppressor of Ty 4 homolog, variant 2
synaptosomal associated protein-25, variant 2c, complete cds
syntaxin 12, variant 1, complete cds
T-cell immunomodulatory protein, variant 2, complete cds
thymosin beta 4, variant 5, complete cds
translational eukaryotic initiation factor 4AII, variant 1, complete cds
translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 homolog A, complete cds
translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 9/10 homolog, complete cds
translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 20 homolog, variant 2, complete cds
translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 7, variant 2, complete cds
transmembrane protein 30A, variant 1, complete cds
tropomyosin, complete cds
tubulin alpha-2 chain, variant 1, complete cds
tubulin, beta, 2
Tubulin-specific chaperone A (Tubulin-folding cofactor A), complete cds
tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, eta polypeptide, variant 1,
complete cds
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tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, zeta polypeptide,
U5 snRNP-specific 40 kDa protein (Prp8-binding), complete cds
ubiquinol--cytochrome c reductase, complete cds
vacuolar protein sorting 29, complete cds
visinin-like protein, variant 3, complete cds
zinc finger, matrin type 2
40S ribosomal protein S8
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APPENDIX C: PERMISSION FROM MOLECULAR ECOLOGY
Dear Dr Cheviron,
The Molecular Ecology copyright form, which you will have signed before the article was published, states that you
have the following rights:
After acceptance: Provided that you give appropriate acknowledgement to the Journal, and Blackwell Publishing,
and full bibliographic reference for the Article when it is published, you may use the accepted version of the Article
as originally submitted for publication in the Journal, and updated to include any amendments made after peer
review, in the following ways:
- you may share print or electronic copies of the Article with colleagues;
- you may use all or part of the Article and abstract, without revision or modification, in personal
compilations or other publications of your own work;
- you may use the Article within your employer’s institution or company for educational or research
purposes, including use in course packs;
- 12 months after publication you may post an electronic version of the Article on your own personal
website, on your employer’s website/repository and on free public servers in your subject area.
- Electronic versions of the accepted Article must include a link to the published version of the Article
together with the following text: ‘The definitive version is available at www.blackwell-synergy.com’.
Please note that you are not permitted to post the Blackwell Publishing PDF version of the Article online.
It should be fine to include this paper in your dissertation as long as you use the original accepted document (not the
Wiley-Blackwell PDF).
I hope this helps you.
Best wishes,
Gillian Carmichael
From: Zac Cheviron [mailto:zchevi1@lsu.edu]
Sent: 30 October 2008 18:30
To: Carmichael, Gillian - Edinburgh
Subject: Copyright permission
Hi Gillian,
I am writing to request permission from Molecular Ecology to include a paper (MEC 3942) that was recently
published in the journal as a chapter in my dissertation. I'm not sure if you are the person I should contact. Please let
me know if I should contact someone else.
Thank you,
Zac Cheviron
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